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Students learn about nutrition and how to grow vegetables as 
part of the Healthy School Program, an inter-organizational 
initiative led by the Ministry of Health and the Ministry of 
Education and supported by MSR.
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INTRODUCTION

Kevin McArthur
EXECUTIVE	CHAIR

The global landscape is changing and, along 
with	 it,	 notions	 of	 corporate	 responsibility	 and	
sustainability.	 Companies	 can	 no	 longer	 limit	

their	 social	 responsibility	 focus	 to	direct	operational	
footprints.	Whether	 it	 seems	core	 to	our	business	or	
not,	we	must	 think	about	 the	societal	 requirements	
in the communities in which we operate as a whole 
– education, water, infrastructure, nutrition and hous-
ing.	 Beyond	considerations	of	basic	human	needs,	
responsible companies like Tahoe Resources work 
hard	to	safeguard	the	rights	of	our	employees	and	
communities	 as	 well	 as	 the	 environment.	 Respect-
ing local stakeholders’ human rights and practicing 
strong	environmental	stewardship	are	keys	to	ensur-
ing	 the	 long-term	 viability	 of	 our	 communities	 and	
our	business.	

We	 challenge	 ourselves	 to	 diversify	 our	 work	 force	
and promote education and skills training in local ar-
eas.	We	engage	 local	governments	about	 respon-
sible	use	of	royalty	monies,	taxes	and	other	benefits	
generated	from	our	operations.	We	also	think	about	
what	types	of	jobs	and	opportunities	we	can	create	
for the communities and countries where we oper-
ate.	 Sustainability	 and	 responsible	governance	are	
not	mere	aspirations.	They	are	part	of	our	every-day	
decision making and are integrated into each facet 
of	our	business.	

One	of	our	largest	shareholders	recently	stated,	“En-
vironmental, Social and Governance factors rele-
vant	to	a	company’s	business	can	provide	essential	
insights into management effectiveness and thus a 
company’s	 long-term	 prospects.”	 We	 concur	 and	
believe	that	an	integrated	approach	to	sustainability	
in all aspects of our business results in a responsible 
and	well-managed	mining	operation.	It	 isn’t	always	
easy	to	achieve	and	we	are	continually	working	to	
enhance our performance and improve our pro-
grams.	 From	 our	 work	 to	 enhance	 production,	 ex-
tend mine life, and develop new resources, to our 

efforts to ensure positive economic, environmental 
and social impacts in the areas in which we operate, 
we believe that success lies in striking the proper bal-
ance among our three main priorities – shareholders, 
employees	and	communities.	

Tahoe’s	second	annual	sustainability	report	demon-
strates our commitment to provide comprehensive 
information about our economic, environmental and 
societal impacts in a transparent manner according 
to	the	latest	Global	Reporting	Initiative	Standards.	As	
you’ll	see	in	the	following	pages,	the	Board’s	Health	
Safety	Environment	and	Community	(HSEC)	Commit-
tee	oversees	all	facets	of	our	corporate	sustainability	
and	 safety	performance.	Over	 the	past	 few	years,	
our	team	has	played	an	integral	role	in	aligning	our	
Guatemalan	 subsidiary,	 Minera	 San	 Rafael	 (MSR),	
with a number of international standards including 
the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business 
and	Human	Rights	(UNGPs),	the	Voluntary	Principles	
on	Security	and	Human	Rights	(Voluntary	Principles),	
the International Finance Corporation Performance 
Standards on Environmental and Social Sustainabil-
ity	and	the	Equator	Principles.	We	are	now	working	
diligently	to	get	our	newest	subsidiaries,	Tahoe	Perú	
and	Tahoe	Canada,	similarly	aligned.	We	expect	to	
achieve	this	in	the	coming	year.

At Tahoe, we continue to maintain a focus on local 
growth	 and	 development.	 In	 2016	 we	 completed	
the	third	year	of	commercial	production	at	our	flag-
ship Escobal mine in Guatemala, achieving another 
annual	production	record	of	21.3	million	silver	ounces	
and	generating	record	operating	cash	flow.	We	also	
concluded	the	acquisition	of	Lake	Shore	Gold	Corp.	
in	April	2016.	Since	then	we	have	made	a	significant	
investment into our Canadian mines with a new shaft 
project	at	Bell	Creek	and	 renewed	 investment	 into	
Timmins exploration, resulting in discoveries we ex-
pect to lead to expanded mineral reserves and re-
sources.	Meanwhile,	 in	 Perú	we	 commissioned	 the	

Ron Clayton
CHIEF	EXECUTIVE	OFFICER

MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE CHAIR AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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Shahuindo mine and commenced a program to expand from 
10,000	to	36,000	tonnes	per	day	in	the	second	half	of	2018.	We	
also	 advanced	work	 on	 the	 La	Arena	Copper/Gold	 Porphyry	
project	(“La	Arena	II”)	in	an	effort	to	expand	the	life	of	mine	and	
achieve	 sustainability	 in	our	Peruvian	business.	We	maintained	
our strong balance sheet and continued our practice of return-
ing a large portion of our operating profits from the Escobal mine 
to	shareholders	by	way	of	a	sector-leading	dividend.	

Our	business	success	depends	on	the	quality,	skills	and	wellbe-
ing	of	our	people.	This	includes	diversity	of	gender,	ethnicity	and	
geographic origin, in addition to developing diverse professional 
experiences,	skills	and	knowledge.	In	our	last	sustainability	report	
we	described	some	new	initiatives	and	promised	you	an	update	
in	one	year’s	time.	We	are	happy	to	report	that	we	have	made	
good	progress	 toward	 these	goals:	 (1)	We	prioritized	women’s	
technical training in our new operations through support of in-
digenous women’s participation in Canada’s Mining Essentials 
program;	(2)	We	furthered	our	commitment	to	addressing	gen-
der	diversity	on	the	Board	and	at	senior	management	levels	by	
adopting	a	new	Diversity	 Policy	which	will	 be	 implemented	 in	
2017;	(3)	We	continued	our	work	to	reduce	chronic	malnutrition	
among 800 families in Guatemala that live near the Escobal 
mine;	(4)	We	invested	in	educational	infrastructure	and	supplies	
to	 improve	access	 to	 local	primary	and	 secondary	 schooling;	
and,	(5)	We	continued	to	develop	new	water	programs	in	Perú	
and	Guatemala.

As	with	any	significant	human	endeavor,	we	have	also	encoun-
tered	challenges	 this	 year.	 Residents	 from	 La	Cuchilla,	Guate-
mala	blocked	the	Escobal	mine	gate	for	several	days	while	MSR	
worked to address their concerns related to land subsidence 
and	 structural	 instability	 in	 their	 community.	 Though	 the	mine	
was	 not	 responsible	 for	 property	 damage	 there,	 the	 matter	
served	as	a	real-life	example	of	how	“good	neighbor”	practic-
es	–	as	enunciated	 in	our	CSR	and	Human	Rights	Policies	and	
instruments	like	the	Voluntary	Principles	–	can	be	utilized	to	help	
the	Company	and	the	communities	in	which	we	operate	resolve	
disputes	peacefully.	This	year	we	experienced	a	tragic	accident	
near	the	entrance	of	the	Escobal	mine,	when	a	motorcycle	col-
lided	with	a	Company	 truck.	We	 reiterate	our	commitment	 to	
worker	and	community	safety	and	have	taken	proactive	steps	
to	improve	this	intersection.	The	Garcia, et al. v. Tahoe Resources 

case	continues	 to	move	 through	 the	Canadian	 judicial	 system.	
Most	recently,	the	Supreme	Court	of	Canada	denied	our	 leave	
application regarding the matter of venue; the case will now pro-
ceed	to	discovery	and	trial	in	British	Columbia.	Throughout	the	lit-
igation,	the	Company	has	employed	international	best	practice	
guidance	to	find	a	way	to	directly	address	the	Garcia plaintiffs’ 
grievances.	We	were	gratified	that	our	engagement	efforts	result-
ed	in	three	of	seven	plaintiffs	settling	with	Tahoe	in	April	2017	and	
we will continue to seek a positive resolution of the case with the 
remaining	plaintiffs.

At	our	first	ever	biennial	Sustainability	Retreat	in	2016,	site	and	cor-
porate	leaders	met	for	two	days	to	reflect	on	our	progress	to	date	
and	to	identify	site-level	strategic	plans	and	KPIs	that	would	inform	
Tahoe’s	sustainability	strategy	as	a	whole	in	the	future.	While	still	a	
work	in	progress,	our	leaders	reaffirmed	Tahoe’s	vision	to	maximize	
shareholder value while advancing the well-being and develop-
ment	 of	 our	 employees	 and	 communities.	 Over	 the	 course	 of	
2017–2018,	we	will	continue	to	employ	that	strategy	to	advance	
high	international	standards	and	ensure	they	are	integrated	into	
our	sustainability	ap	proach	to	be	developed	in	2017.	

Thank	you	for	your	time	and	attention.	We	are	proud	of	our	ac-
complishments	in	2016	and	look	forward	to	sharing	them	with	you.	
Read	on.

Kevin McArthur   Ron Clayton
EXECUTIVE	CHAIR	 	 	 	 PRESIDENT	AND	
	 	 	 	 	 CHIEF	EXECUTIVE	OFFICER 

Addendum: Prior	 to	 Report	 publication	 (July	 17,	 2017)	 we	 re-
ceived	notice	that	the	Guatemalan	Supreme	Court	provisionally	
suspended	our	Escobal	exploitation	license.	We	are	gratified	by	
the overwhelming support we have received from our commu-
nities,	employees,	suppliers	and	the	Guatemalan	private	sector,	
with	whom	we	are	working	diligently	to	reverse	the	decision.	While	
the decision has no legal merit, the outpouring of support has 
confirmed our strong alliances in Guatemala and reaffirmed our 
commitment	to	sustainability.

INTRODUCTION
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Tahoe Resources is a Canadian minerals explora-
tion	and	mining	company	which	produces	met-
al-bearing	concentrates	and	gold	doré.	Tahoe’s	

mission	is	to	responsibly	operate	our	five	mines	to	in-
ternational	 standards,	 maximize	 shareholder	 value	
and	 develop	 high	 quality	 precious	metals	 assets	 in	
the	Americas.		

2016	was	a	big	year	for	Tahoe.	In	April,	we	acquired	
Lake	Shore	Gold	Corp.	in	Ontario,	making	it	a	whol-
ly	owned	subsidiary	of	Tahoe	Resources	and	adding	
the Timmins mines in northeastern Ontario to Tahoe 
Resources’	assets.	With	the	acquisition,	we	increased	
our	corporate	share	capital	by	issuing	over	70	million	
common shares, and grew our personnel to over 
2,700	employees	worldwide	earning	over	$119	million	
in	wages	and	benefits.	 In	May,	we	completed	con-
struction of the Shahuindo mine and com menced 
commercial production, adding to Tahoe’s opera-
tional	 strength	 in	Perú.	 In	August	 2016,	Ron	Clayton	
became President and Chief Executive Officer and 
was	appointed	to	the	Company’s	Board	of	Directors,	
while	Kevin	McArthur	resumed	his	duties	as	Executive	
Chair	and	continued	as	a	Director.

Until 2015, Tahoe’s single asset was the Escobal mine located in southeastern Guatemala 
–	one	of	the	largest	silver	mines	in	the	world.	At	Escobal,	silver,	gold,	lead	and	zinc	are	recov-
ered	by	differential	flotation,	producing	silver-rich	lead	concentrates	and	zinc	concentrates	
which	are	sold	to	third-party	smelters	under	concentrate	sales	arrangements.	Silver	sales	at	
Escobal	for	2016	totaled	$316.8	million.		

With	the	2015	acquisition	of	Rio	Alto	Mining	Limited,	Tahoe	acquired	the	La	Arena	and	Sha-
huindo	open-pit	gold	mines	 located	 in	northwestern	Perú.	At	La	Arena,	gold	doré	 is	pro-
duced	through	a	cyanide	leach	solution	and	carbon	absorption	system.	Gold	doré	is	re-
fined	and	sold	to	third	parties	under	refining,	sales	and	purchase	agreements.	Gold	sales	
at	La	Arena	for	the	year	ended	December	31,	2016	totaled	$244.4	million.	At	Shahuindo,	a	
cyanide	leach	solution	and	carbon	absorption	system	is	used	to	pour	gold	doré.	2016	gold	
sales	at	Shahuindo	totaled	$47.2	million.

About Tahoe

(TOP LEFT):  Tahoe Canada’s Bell Creek complex 

(TOP RIGHT):  Tahoe Perú’s Shahuindo mine

(BOTTOM):  Minera San Rafael’s Escobal complex

INTRODUCTION
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The	 acquisition	 of	 Lake	 Shore	Gold	 brought	
with it the Bell Creek mine and mill and Tim-
mins	West	mine.	Ore	from	the	Bell	Creek	and	
Timmins West mines is processed at the Bell 
Creek	mill.	Gold	doré	 is	produced	using	car-
bon-in-pulp	 and	 carbon-in-leach	 recovery	
systems.	 The	 loaded	 solution	 from	 the	 strip	
circuit is passed through two electro-winning 
cells	in	the	refinery	where	gold	doré	is	poured	
and then sold to third parties under refining, 
sales	 and	 purchase	 agreements.	 Sales	 from	
the Bell Creek and Timmins West Mines for 
2016	totaled	$137.1	million.

All of our products are shipped to foreign mar-
kets in Asia, Europe and North America where 
they	are	further	refined	and	sold.

The	Company’s	head	office	is	located	at	5310	
Kietzke	Lane,	Suite	200,	Reno,	Nevada,	United	
States	89511.	The	Company’s	registered	and	
records office is located at 1055 West Georgia 
Street, Suite 1500, Vancouver, British Columbia, 
Canada,	V6E	4N7.	Tahoe	is	a	public	company	
incorporated under the Business Corporations 
Act of British Columbia  and traded on the To-
ronto	Stock	Exchange	(TSX:THO)	and	the	New	
York	Stock	Exchange	(NYSE:TAHO).

INTRODUCTION

Reno

Lima
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OUR APPROACH TO GOOD GOVERNANCE

Tahoe’s Board of Directors oversees the manage-
ment	of	 the	business	and	affairs	of	 the	Company.	
The	 Board	 has	 responsibility	 for	 the	 stewardship	 of	
the	 Company,	 including	 the	 appointment	 of	 of-
ficers, strategic planning, monitoring of financial 
performance, financial reporting, risk management 
and oversight of Tahoe’s policies and procedures, 
communications,	 reporting	 and	 compliance.	 The	
Lead Director, as the presiding member, has ulti-

mate	accountability	for	ensuring	effective	relation-
ships between the Board, management, sharehold-
ers	 and	other	 stakeholders.	 The	 Board	 implements	
an	annual	“Say	on	Pay”	shareholder	advisory	vote	
on its approach to compensation as an important 
part of an ongoing integrated engagement process 
between	 shareholders	and	 the	Board.	 The	 full	 text	
of the Board’s written mandate is available on the 
Company’s	website	at	www.tahoeresources.com.

The Directors are kept well informed about Tahoe’s 
operations through Board and Committee Meet-
ings	 and	 regular	 reports	 and	 analyses	 from	man-
agement.	 The	 Board	 meets	 on	 a	 quarterly	 basis	
and	more	frequently	as	needed.	In	2016,	the	Board	
met seven times, with 100% director attendance at 
all	regularly	scheduled	meetings.	In	2016,	Directors	
visited the Lake Shore Gold assets, one of several 
Board	mine	 tours	over	 the	years,	 to	provide	over-
sight and enhance the Board’s collective knowl-
edge of operational, economic, environmental 
and	social	matters.

As	 required	 by	 the	 Company’s	 corporate	 gover-
nance	guidelines,	a	majority	of	Board	members	are	
independent	Directors.	In	2016,	the	Board	was	com-
prised of eleven persons, nine of whom are indepen-
dent Directors, including one woman and one Lati-
no.	In	2017,	Tahoe	will	develop	a	plan	to	implement	
its	new	Diversity	policy,	which	will	 include	efforts	 to	
enhance	diversity	of	our	Board.	

For further information regarding the Board, please 
see Tahoe’s 2016 Management Information Cir-
cular including details about Board composition, 
remuneration, selection and nomination, positions 
and commitments, disclosures regarding conflicts 
of interest, competencies, knowledge and experi-
ence,	and	more.	

INTRODUCTION

Tahoe’s VP Operations, Tom Fudge, 
discusses operations with an MSR 
employee at the Escobal mill.
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	 The Health, Safety, Environment and Community Committee	(“HSEC	Committee”)	is	re-
sponsible	 for	establishing	and	 reviewing	 the	Company’s	health,	 safety,	environmental	
and	community-related	policies	and	overseeing	all	facets	of	our	corporate	sustainability	
and	safety	performance.	For	example,	the	HSEC	Committee	has	overseen	 implemen-
tation of international standards alignment at each operation and the publication of 
Tahoe’s	first	Sustainability	Report	in	2015.

HSEC Members

u		 Tanya	M.	Jakusconek
u	 Drago	G.	Kisic
u		 Alan	C.	Moon	(appointed	effective	April	1,	2016)
u	 James	S.	Voorhees	(Chair)

The Board has four standing committees: 
(1)	 Corporate	 Governance	 and	 Nomi-
nating	Committee,	 (2)	Audit	Committee,	
(3)	Compensation	Committee,	(4)	Health,	
Safety,	 Environment	 and	 Community	
Committee.	 Each	 Director	 is	 required	 to	
serve on one of the committees and each 
committee includes the participation of 
at	 least	 four	Directors.	 Tahoe’s	 Executive	
team is responsible for reporting to each 
of the following Committees regarding 
ESG matters:

	 The Corporate Governance and Nom-
inating Committee is responsible for, 
among other things, evaluating the 
effectiveness of the Board, implemen-
tation and assessment of effective 
corporate governance principles, and 
developing and approving certain 
policies related to managing econom-
ic,	 environmental,	 and	 social	 topics.	
The	Committee	formally	met	four	times	
in	2016	with	100%	attendance.

	 The Audit Committee has been estab-
lished to assist the Board in fulfilling its 
oversight responsibilities with respect 
to	 financial	 reporting	 by	 overseeing	
the	 integrity	 of	 the	Company’s	 finan-
cial statements and financial reporting 
process and monitoring the auditing 
processes to ensure financial and eco-
nomic	health.

	 The Compensation Committee estab-
lishes and updates Tahoe’s executive 
compensation	 policy	 and	 ensures	 it	
aligns management’s interests with 
those	of	our	shareholders.

In 2016, the Health, 
Safety, Environment 

and Community 
Committee formally 

met five times.

INTRODUCTION

MSR’s Managing Director, Dave Howe, 
delivers a governance training.
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SUSTAINABILITY COMMITTEE

Since 2013, executive-level re-
sponsibility	 for	 economic,	 envi-
ronmental, and social topics has 
been	addressed	by	Tahoe’s	Sus-
tainability	 Committee	 (formerly	
known	as	“CSR	Steering	Commit-
tee”),	 an	 innovative	 corporate	
leadership team comprised of 
Tahoe’s Executive Chair, CEO, 
executive management, and 
operational and CSR leaders at 
all	sites.	The	group	works	to	align	
corporate and operational ESG 
strategies	 and	 initiatives	 by	 pro-
viding strategic oversight of the 

alignment	with,	implementation	of,	and	development	of	accountability	
mechanisms	for	meeting	all	commitments	to	international	standards.	

The	 Sustainability	 Committee	 reports	 to	 the	 Board’s	 HSEC	 Committee	
quarterly	with	 respect	 to	health,	 safety,	environmental	and	community	
relations performance, including due diligence and risk management 
measures.	Reports	include	quarterly	summaries	from	site-level	grievance	
mechanisms,	 safety	 statistics,	and	updates	on	economic	development	
programming	within	 local	communities.	 In	2016,	 the	Sustainability	Com-
mittee	formally	reported	to	the	HSEC	Committee	three	times.

Tahoe strengthened its social and environmental management team 
with	the	addition	of	an	Environmental	Affairs	Director	(in	2016)	and	a	Di-
rector	of	Sustainability	(in	2017),	both	located	in	Tahoe’s	corporate	office	
in	Reno,	NV.	 These	positions	 serve	on	 the	Sustainability	Committee	and	
provide support to Tahoe’s operations teams in the identification and 
management	of	environmental,	social,	and	sustainability-related	issues.		

INTRODUCTION

(TOP LEFT):  MSR staff in small group work 
during a governance training.

(TOP RIGHT):  MSR staff in a team building 
activity.

(BOTTOM):  Tahoe Perú’s Lima office participates 
in a governance training.
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KEY CORPORATE GOVERNANCE POLICIES

Tahoe conducts business to the highest ethical 
standards.	 We	 continuously	 work	 to	 strengthen	
governance policies and practices that promote 
ethical	and	honest	business	practice.	Tahoe’s	Cor-
porate Governance and Nominating Committee 
reviews	and,	where	necessary,	 revises	corporate	
governance	guidelines	on	a	quarterly	basis,	 tak-
ing into account the recommendations of Tahoe 
management.	

At the core of Tahoe’s responsible business prac-
tice	 is	 our	 people.	 Employees	 are	 responsible	 for	
upholding	and	abiding	by	Tahoe’s	company-wide	
policies	that	reflect	our	core	values:	health,	safety	
and environmental stewardship; respect for human 
rights; sustainable and positive impacts in commu-
nities;	 shareholder	 value;	 employee	 success;	 and	
ethical	behavior.	

Code of Business Conduct

Tahoe’s	Code	of	Business	Conduct	lays	out	our	val-
ues and norms of behavior in operating at the high-
est	legal	and	ethical	standards.	The	Code	address-
es Tahoe’s standards of business conduct including 
conflict of interest, anti-corruption and anti-fraud 
measures,	 employee	 relations	 and	 anti-discrim-
ination,	and	occupational	health	and	 safety.	 The	
Code is available in both English and Spanish at 
each of Tahoe’s operations and can be found at 
www.tahoeresources.com.

The	 Code	was	 developed	 by	 corporate	 counsel	
with	 the	 assistance	 of	 outside	 counsel.	 In	 August	
2015, the Board approved the current version of 
the	 Code,	 which	 it	 reviews	 and	 ratifies	 annually.	
Employees	are	required	to	review	the	Code	on	an	
annual	basis	and	sign	an	“Acknowledgement	and	
Disclosure	Statement”	 to	demonstrate	knowledge	
and	understanding	of	Tahoe’s	expectations.	Tahoe	
uses	WeComply,	a	 third	party	 software	 system,	 to	

deliver electronic versions and refresher courses to 
its	employees	on	key	corporate	policies	such	as	the	
Code,	Whistleblower,	Insider	Trading,	Human	Rights	
and	Corporate	Social	Responsibility	Policies.	In	ad-
dition,	new	and	existing	employees	are	required	to	
participate	 in	 in-person	trainings,	videos	and	quiz-
zes	on	 topics	 such	as	anti-corruption,	 insider	 trad-
ing, business ethics, discrimination and harassment, 
workplace	 bullying,	 Sarbanes-Oxley	 Act	 and	 the	
Foreign	Corrupt	Practices	Act.	In	2016,	training	ses-
sions highlighted the cultural differences associat-
ed	with	 identifying	and	avoiding	conflicts	of	 inter-
est	and	the	need	for	awareness	of	diversity	 in	the	
workplace.	

INTRODUCTION

David Hiller, Miguel Berganza, Javier 
Fortin and Richard Yancey help to launch 
MSR’s new Code of Ethics which details 
values, traits and conduct appropriate 
among company staff and contractors. 
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Disclosure Policy 

Tahoe’s	Disclosure	Policy	ensures	 that	communications	 to	 the	 investing	public	about	 the	Company	are	 timely,	
factual	and	accurate,	and	broadly	disseminated	in	accordance	with	all	applicable	legal	and	regulatory	require-
ments.	The	Policy	extends	to	all	employees,	officers	and	directors	of	Tahoe	and	its	subsidiaries	and	those	authorized	
to	speak	on	Tahoe’s	behalf,	including	Tahoe’s	agents,	consultants	and	contractors.	

It	is	administered	and	managed	in	conjunction	with	the	Code	and	Insider	Trading	Policy.	It	was	recommended	by	
the	Corporate	Governance	and	Nominating	Committee	for	approval	in	June	2010	at	the	inception	of	the	Compa-
ny,	amended	in	August	2015.	The	Disclosure	Officers,	made	up	of	executive	management,	report	to	the	Board	of	
Directors on an annual basis with respect to compliance, effectiveness and, if appropriate, recommended chang-
es	for	compliance	with	new	regulatory	requirements.		

Other Policies:	Tahoe	is	governed	by	a	variety	of	other	policies	discussed	in	relevant	sections	in	the	report.

2016 RECOGNITION 

	 Nominated for BEST PRACTICE FOR PAY FOR PERFORMANCE at the fourth annual Excellence in Governance 
Awards,	sponsored	by	the	Governance	Professionals	of	Canada.

	 Minera	San	Rafael	received	Honorary	Mention	from	the	Technical	Institute	for	Training	and	Productivity	(INTECAP)	
at their AWARDS FOR PRODUCTIVITY AND COMPETITIVENESS,	recognizing	excellence	in	business	that	supports	the	
economy	and	development	of	Guatemala	and	the	communities	surrounding	its	operations.

	 Tahoe	Canada	 (Lake	Shore	Gold	Corp.)	 received	 the	WORKPLACE SAFETY NORTH WORKPLACE EXCELLENCE 
AWARD	in	recognition	of	its	strong	safety	performance	over	multiple	years	and	ongoing	commitment	to	contin-
uous	improvement	in	occupational,	health	and	safety.

	 Awarded CANADIAN TOPGUN COMPANY DESIGNATION in the precious metals and mining sector in March 2016 
by	Brendan	Wood	International	(BWI)	for	exceptional	corporate	strategy	and	leadership	at	the	Board,	CEO,	Se-
nior	Management	and	Shareholder	Reporting	&	Disclosure	levels.

Whistleblower
Policy          (PG 23)

Human Rights
Policy            (PG 25)

Environmental
Policy            (PG 43)

INTRODUCTION

CSR
Policy            (PG 18)
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Tahoe	 believes	 truly	 effective	 stakeholder	 engagement	 must	 be	 transparent,	
meaningful	and	grounded	in	dialogue.	We	value	our	stakeholders’	opinions	and	
perspective	and	we	are	always	working	to	improve	our	engagement	practices	
with	all	stakeholders.	

We strive to implement successful strategies to bring sustainable benefits to local 
stakeholders	while	simultaneously	achieving	profitable	operations.	We	recognize	this	
as a mutual interest shared across stakeholder groups, from our local communities 
to	our	shareholders.	Accordingly,	we	take	a	broad	and	inclusive	approach	to	stake-
holder engagement through communication and relationship building as well as lis-
tening	and	seeking	feedback	in	decision	making	processes.	

Engagement	 activities	 are	 a	 shared	 responsibility	 among	 operations	 and	 within	
Tahoe’s	corporate	office.	Each	operation	has	a	dedicated	sustainability	and	social	
management	team	that	leads	on-going	engagement	activities	directly	with	impact-
ed	 local	communities,	authorities,	and	development	partners.	As	 the	 first	point	of	
contact with local stakeholders, the respective social management teams coordi-
nate	between	the	environment,	land,	legal,	labor	and	operational	departments.	

Within our corporate office, the executive team manages a coordinated effort with 
the	 investor	public,	governmental	and	regulatory	agencies,	and	 international	civil	
society.	All	 stakeholder	engagement	activities	are	 reported	back	 to	 the	Board	of	
Directors,	primarily	through	the	function	of	the	Sustainability	Committee.	

The	Company	 has	worked	 diligently	 to	 come	 into	 alignment	with	 the	 IFC	 Perfor-
mance	Standards,	the	UN	Guiding	Principles	on	Business	and	Human	Rights,	and	the	
Voluntary	Principals	on	Security	and	Human	Rights,	and	we	are	dedicated	to	main-
taining	high	standards	for	community	and	stakeholder	engagement	set	out	in	these	
governing	principles.	We	believe	that,	through	engagement,	we	can	further	improve	
our	sustainability	performance,	ensure	the	success	of	our	operations,	and	contribute	
to	the	economic	and	social	well-being	of	our	local	stakeholders.

We	continue	to	coordinate	across	the	Company	how	we	approach	identifying	stake-
holders, deciding which stakeholders to engage with, how and when to engage 
with	them,	and	how	to	proactively	reach	and	understand	perspectives	of	those	most	
critical	of	Tahoe	and	the	mining	industry.	Recognizing	that	no	community	is	mono-
lithic,	we	regularly	strategize	how	best	to	take	a	broad	and	inclusive	approach	while	
also being responsive to differing points of view and interests within the same com-
munity.	Our	engagement	with	key	community	stakeholders,	for	example	indigenous	
peoples,	is	discussed	in	greater	detail	in	other	areas	of	this	report.

Stakeholder Engagement

(TOP):  Community women participate in a Granadilla cultivation 
workshop at Shahuindo.

(BOTTOM):  La Arena employees and their families participate in “bring 
your children to work day.”

MINE SITE VISITS
OVER 3,000 PEOPLE VISITED THE ESCOBAL,BELL CREEK, 

TIMMINS, AND LA ARENA MINES IN 2016 TO LEARN 
ABOUT HOW WE DO BUSINESS THE TAHOE WAY.
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HOW THEY ENGAGE 

u  Mine visits
u		 Community	office	visits
u  Grievance mechanism
u		 As	employees

u		 Whistleblower	and	Employee	Feedback	
mechanisms

u		 Educational	development	requests/requests	for	
furthering education

u  Mine visits
u  Annual General Meeting
u  In-person meetings
u  Emails
u  Earnings calls
u  Investor conferences

u  Mine visits
u  In-person meetings
u  Written correspondence
u		 Legislation	and	regulatory	frameworks/outreach
u  Licensing and impact assessment approval

u  Mine visits
u  In-person meetings
u  Written correspondence
u		 Community	visits

u		 Perform	supply	chain	due	diligence,	including	
Tahoe, regarding our compliance with their 
conflict-free	and	ethical	sourcing	standards

HOW WE ENGAGE

u		 In-person	community	and	individual	meetings
u  Site visits 
u		 Community	information	office
u  Social investment and development 

partnerships
u		 Surveys
u  Consultations
u  Mitigating and resolving adverse operational 

impacts

u  Newsletters 
u  Trainings 
u  In-person meetings
u		 “Toolbox	talks”	and	safety	talks
u		 Employee	surveys	
u  Phone conferences

u  In-person meetings 
u  Phone conferences
u  Newsletters
u  Social media pages
u  Presentations at investor conferences
u		 Regulatory	filings
u  Press releases
u		 Annual	Sustainability	Report	

u  In-person meetings 
u  Phone conferences
u  Written correspondence
u		 Regulatory	filings

u  In-person meetings 
u  Conference calls
u  Written correspondence 
u  Press releases
u		 Annual	Sustainability	Report

u  Provide policies and procedures related 
to principles of responsible mining and 
demonstrate	compliance	with	their	policy	on	
responsible sourcing of minerals 

STAKEHOLDER GROUP
Key	areas	of	interest

COMMUNITIES
Employment	opportunities,	training	and	vocational	skills,	SME	

development,	community	development	programs,	environmental	
management, land use, resettlement and land tenure, behavior of mine 
employees	and	contractors,	security	provision	and	human	rights	practices.

EMPLOYEES & CONTRACTORS
Employment	opportunities,	occupational	health	and	safety,	benefits,	

compensation, training opportunities

SHAREHOLDERS, ANALYSTS, ESG FIRMS
Business	strategy,	share	performance,	ESG	performance,	dividend	
payments,	investment	risk,	operations	performance,	balance	sheet	

strength,	respect	for	human	rights,	inquiries	primarily	related	to	a	security	
incident at the Escobal mine in 2013

GOVERNMENTS (HOME AND HOST)
Compliance with national labor and mining laws and regulations, taxes 
and	royalties,	mining	licenses,	jobs,	ESG	performance,	social	investment	

and development partnerships

NGOS AND CIVIL SOCIETY
Security	practices,	respect	for	human	rights,	consultation	efforts	with	local	

communities and indigenous peoples, opposition to mine, our efforts in 
aligning with international CSR standards, support in facilitated dialogue 

processes, collaboration in development programming

CUSTOMERS
Know	your	Client	–	compliance	with	commitments	regarding	human	
rights,	security	forces,	money	laundering,	terrorism	financing,	armed	

conflict,	payment	of	taxes	and	royalties,	and	responsible	supply	chains	for	
gold, other precious metals, or rare earth minerals  
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MEMBERSHIPS & PARTNERSHIPS

Tahoe engages with government entities, 
industry	associations,	NGOs	and	develop-
ment agencies in a range of operational 
activities.	 Tahoe	 views	 these	 partner-
ships and memberships as strategic for 
our	 sustainability	efforts	and	 for	 support-
ing collective action initiatives aimed at 
achieving more sustainable, multi-stake-
holder	 development	 goals.	 For	 Tahoe,	
collaborative action in development of 
economic, social and environmental 
safeguards	allows	the	Company	to	scale	
its own efforts and support initiatives that 
deliver lasting, positive outcomes for the 
local communities and regions in which 
we	work.	

TAHOE 
MEMBERSHIP/AFFILIATIONS
u		 Business	for	Social	Responsibility	(BSR)
u  The International Bar Association, CSR Steering Committee
u		 The	American	Bar	Association,	Business	and	Human	Rights	Project
u		 The	Canadian	Society	of	Corporate	Secretaries

DEVELOPMENT PARTNERSHIPS 
u  BSR’s Business Action for Women initiative

TAHOE PERÚ 
MEMBERSHIP/AFFILIATIONS 
u		 Peruvian	National	Mining,	Energy	and	Oil	Society
u		 Mining	Safety	Institute

DEVELOPMENT PARTNERSHIPS 
u		 ProDiálogo	–	Conflict	Prevention	and	Resolution	Organization
u		 Network	of	Social	Development	Institute	(Red	Social)
u		 Cajabamba	Municipal	Government
u		 Cajabamba	Regional	Government
u  Cachachi Municipal Government
u		 Health	Network	Sánchez	Carrión
u		 The	Local	Education	Management	Unit	of	Sánchez	Carrión
u		 Sánchez	Carrión	Municipal	Government
u  Sanagorán Municipal Government
u		 North	Sierra	Project
u		 Private	University	of	the	North
u		 TECSUP	Non-profit	Educational	Organization

MSR 
MEMBERSHIP/AFFILIATIONS 
u		 The	Guatemala	Chamber	of	Industry
u  The Guatemala Chamber of Commerce
u		 The	Canadian	Chamber	of	Commerce	in	Guatemala	(CANCHAM)
u		 The	American	Chamber	of	Commerce	in	Guatemala	(AMCHAM)
u  Association for the Promotion of Freedom and Sustainable Development 

(Asociación	Para	El	Desarrollo	de	la	Libertad	y	el	Desarrollo	Sostenible)
u		 The	Action	Center	for	Corporate	Social	Responsibility	in	Guatemala	

(CentraRSE)
u		 Alliance	for	Nutrition	Foundation	(Alianza	por	la	Nutrición)
u		 The	Entrepreneurs	Foundation	for	Education	(Empresarios	por	la	Educación)

DEVELOPMENT PARTNERSHIPS
u		 Technical	Institute	for	Training	and	Productivity	(Instituto	Técnico	de	

Capacitación	y	Productividad	–	INTECAP)
u		 Asociación	Puente	(AsoPuente)

TAHOE CANADA 
MEMBERSHIP/AFFILIATIONS 
u  Ontario Mining Association
u  Canadian Dam Association

DEVELOPMENT PARTNERSHIPS 
u  Northern College

MSR’s sustainability team and their 
development partner, AsoPuente, work 
with local community members to improve 
cultivation and animal husbandry techniques.
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One of Tahoe’s most important stakeholder engagement tools is the 
grievance	 mechanism	 we	 employ	 at	 each	 operation.	 Through	 this,	
stakeholders	can	make	complaints,	suggestions,	and/or	ask	questions.	
All	 of	 Tahoe’s	 operations	 currently	 have	 a	 procedure	 for	 managing	
grievances.

In	2016,	MSR	celebrated	the	second	anniversary	of	the	roll-out	and	implemen-
tation of Tú Cuentas,	its	non-judicial	grievance	mechanism	and	management	
system.	Although	MSR	had	a	previous	 system	 for	managing	grievances,	 the	
Tú Cuentas	 system,	which	 simultaneously	means	 “you	count”	and	“you	 tell”	
in	Spanish,	aligns	with	the	UN	Guiding	Principles	on	Business	and	Human	Rights	
for	providing	effective	rights-compatible	grievance	management.	In	2016,	63%	
of the cases reported through MSR’s Tú Cuentas were resolved in favor of the 
reporting	party,	and	only	5%	of	the	cases	were	not	substantiated.

Tú Cuentas	utilizes	NAVEX	Global’s	case	management	software	which	provides	
for multiple communication options: in person, via telephone, and on the web-
site.	The	software	also	facilitates	the	process	of	tracking,	organizing	and	man-
aging complaints, enabling the MSR Compliance Officer and relevant man-

agement	to	respond	to	claims	within	45	days.	The	mechanism	was	first	launched	internally	to	train	the	social	
management team how to receive and process complaints, and prepare management to be involved in 
addressing	and	resolving	grievances.	MSR	then	sought	feedback	from	key	community	stakeholders	on	the	
grievance	process	itself	and	the	proposed	plan	for	launching	it	within	the	community.	Community	relations	
officers	presented	and	explained	the	process	to	employees	and	local	communities.	

Both	Tahoe’s	Canada	and	Perú	operations	track	and	report	on	grievance	management.	They	rely	heav-
ily	on	the	CSR	and	social	management	teams	to	provide	the	controls	necessary	to	ensure	broad	reach	
among	stakeholders,	and	timely	response	to	issues	as	they	arise.	In	Tahoe’s	effort	to	align	with	the	Guiding	
Principles	for	Business	and	Human	Rights,	the	Company	recognizes	that	grievance	management	 in	Perú	
and	Canada	can	be	strengthened	to	reflect	principles	for	effective	remedy.	In	2016,	a	UN	Guiding	Princi-
ples-compliant	grievance	mechanism	was	developed	for	Tahoe	Perú.	The	mechanism	is	being	launched	
and	rolled	out	in	2017	at	both	La	Arena	and	Shahuindo.	In	2017,	Tahoe	Canada	will	also	perform	a	review	
of	its	grievance	mechanism,	consider	appropriate	management	systems,	and	design	or	modify	its	existing	
mechanism	in	an	effort	to	achieve	sustainable	solutions	to	disputes.

We	regularly	report	on	grievance	management	performance	to	the	corporate	Sustainability	Committee	
and	the	Board’s	HSEC	committee,	who	are	ultimately	responsible	for	reviewing	grievance	trends,	strategiz-
ing	how	to	address	trends,	and	resolving	persistent	issues.		

Grievance Management

A community advertisement providing 
information on how to access MSR’s Tú 
Cuentas grievance mechanism. 

Tu bienestar es lo más 
 importante para nosotros,

  por esoIngresa a: www.sanrafael.com.gt/tucuentas
Si eres vecino de Minera San Rafael haz click 
en el botón verde para continuar.

Elige una opción:

Escoge el tema relacionado a tu caso.

Se generará un código de registro y contraseña   
para que puedas dar seguimiento a tu caso.

Vecino / Proveedor

Dar seguimiento
a un reporte

Preguntas
frecuentesPolíticas

Línea
    telefónica

Pasos para comunicarte a través de: Pasos para realizar tu gestión a través de:

Portal

1

2 4
Llama al número:  
2463-9393

Nuestro operador 
consultará el motivo 
de tu llamada.

Proporciónale toda la 
información que te 
solicite.

Se te dará un código 
de seguimiento a tu 
caso para que puedas 
consultar el proceso 
de tu gestión.

3
2

1

3

4
5
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The	majority	of	grievance	 submissions	are	 received	 from	 local	
communities.	In	Timmins,	the	town	in	which	Tahoe	Canada	op-
erates,	issues	regarding	road	use	and	noise	and	dust	caused	by	
trucks	traversing	town	have	been	the	primary	concern	of	local	
community	 members	 there.	 Tahoe	 Canada’s	 Corporate	 Re-
sponsibility	 Director	 has	 led	 engagements	 among	 concerned	
citizens,	 the	municipality,	 and	 Tahoe’s	 trucking	 contractors	 to	
address	and	mitigate	these	concerns.	

Tahoe	Perú	has	been	managing	a	commitments	register	to	cap-
ture	and	address	all	outstanding	commitments	made	by	Rio	Alto	
and	Tahoe	Perú.	The	legal,	social,	 land	management,	environ-
mental and permitting teams captured and recorded all out-
standing	written	commitments	in	2016	and	are	diligently	working	
to	meet	past	commitments.	Primary	local	community	claims	re-
late	to	availability	of	jobs,	expectations	regarding	land	acquisi-
tion,	water	scarcity	in	communities,	and	contracting	opportuni-
ties	to	provide	rental	equipment	to	the	Company.

At	MSR’s	Escobal	operations,	the	primary	complaints	from	commu-
nity	members	in	2016	were	1)	the	behavior	of	MSR’s	personnel	and	
contractors	within	the	community,	and	2)	allegations	of	property	
damage	from	noise	and	vibrations	caused	by	blasting	at	the	mine.	
In an effort to address complaints about contractor behavior, MSR 
now	requires	contractors	to	follow	the	new	ethics	code,	which	ad-
dresses	appropriate	norms	and	behavior	within	communities.	

Concerns	regarding	property	damage,	however,	escalated	when	
approximately	 25	 people	 from	 the	 community	 of	 La	 Cuchilla	
blocked	the	Escobal	mine	gate	in	2016	for	18	days	(Nov	3rd	–	21st)	
claiming that vibrations from mining activities caused damage to 
their	houses	and	land.	CONRED,	the	National	Coordination	for	Di-
saster	Reduction	of	Guatemala	Authority,	determined	that	risk	to	
La Cuchilla inhabitants was due to unsafe structural placement 
of	homes	on	slopes	and	volcanic	ash.	MSR’s	environmental	base-
line	 study	documented	 structural	damage	 in	 the	homes	prior	 to	
construction	of	the	mine.	INSIVUMEH,	the	National	Institute	of	Seis-
mology,	Vulcanology,	Meteorology	and	Hydrology,	conducted	a	
three-month	 seismographic	 study	 that	 also	 concluded	 structural	
unsoundness	was	not	caused	by	Tahoe	activities.	In	spite	of	these	
findings, Tahoe developed a La Cuchilla home purchase program 
(the	“Program”)	as	a	humanitarian	act	to	support	the	community	
and	local	government	in	relocating	homes	to	safer	ground.	

The	 protest	 reached	 a	 voluntary	 and	
peaceful end following discussions 
among	 community	 stakeholders,	 the	
Procuraduria	 de	 Derechos	 Humanos	
(PDH)	 –	 an	 organization	 appointed	by	
Guatemala´s	Congress	 to	 identify	 and	
investigate	human	rights	violations,	 the	municipality	of	San	Ra-
fael Las Flores, MSR representatives, and the protesters, with the 
resolution resulting in no material changes to the terms of the 
Program.	The	Company	continues	to	offer	assistance	to	the	La	
Cuchilla	community	through	the	Program.

Tahoe also provides means for stakeholders to seek advice or re-
port	concerns	about	ethical	and	lawful	behavior,	and	organiza-
tional	 integrity	 through	 the	use	of	 its	Whistleblower	mechanism.	
Details	on	the	Policy	and	mechanism	can	be	found	on	page	23.	
At times, complaints better suited for operations’ grievance man-
agement	systems	are	received	through	the	Whistleblower	mech-
anism.	 These	 issues	 are	 handled	 on	 a	 case-by-case	 basis	 and,	
with	utmost	care,	are	forwarded	to	the	appropriate	jurisdiction.

Representatives of INTECAP and 
AsoPuente have a conversation with 
students at the MSR Vocational Training 
Center.

INTRODUCTION
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Tahoe’s	 2016	 Report	 is	 organized	 based	 on	
nine	 sustainability	 issues	 that	 the	 Company	
has	identified	as	material.	Tahoe	held	its	inau-

gural CSR Retreat in October 2016 to design and 
develop	a	collective	materiality	assessment	 facil-
itated	by	Business	for	Social	Responsibility	(“BSR”).	
Site	 teams	 from	 Canada,	 Perú,	 and	 Guatemala	
collaborated with corporate representatives to 
perform	 site	 and	 corporate	 materiality	 exercises	
in	 order	 to	assess	 and	prioritize	 social,	 economic	
and environmental issues, and further develop the 
Company’s	sustainability	agenda.

Defining Materiality

TAHOE’S	MATERIAL	ISSUES

	 Alignment with International Standards

	 Corruption	and	Transparency

	 Economic	Impacts	and	Community	
 Investments

	 Effluents and Waste

	 Indigenous Peoples

	 Occupational	Health	&	Safety

	 Our People

	 Security	and	Human	Rights

	 Water (CLOCKWISE TOP LEFT):  Shahuindo employees.

(TOP RIGHT):  Gold pour at the Bell Creek refinery.

(RIGHT):  Guatemalan children playing soccer in one 
of the schools renovated by MSR.

(ABOVE):  A participant in La Arena’s women’s 
economic development programs.
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Tahoe’s	materiality	approach	rests	on	three	central	con-
siderations: the significance of Tahoe’s economic, envi-
ronmental, and social impacts, the substantive expec-
tations	and	interests	regarding	sustainability	 issues	for	our	
stakeholders,	 and	 our	 general	 business	 considerations.	
The	analysis	of	ESG	impacts	also	considered	Tahoe’s	abil-
ity	to	1)	access	financing	and	achieve	business	goals,	2)	
comply	with	regulations,	3)	achieve	stable	operations	and	
profitability,	and	4)	maintain	and	improve	Tahoe’s	reputa-
tion	at	 the	corporate	and	country-levels.	 The	materiality	
assessment also considered the development contexts 
within which the mines operate and the important role of 
socio-economic	factors.	

The interests and priorities of our stakeholders are critical 
to	 identifying	material	 issues.	 In	 2016	we	 extensively	 en-
gaged	with	key	stakeholders	–	 investors,	 local	communi-
ties,	employees,	contractors	and	suppliers,	home	and	host	
governments,	 regulators,	 NGOs,	 civil	 society	 and	 many	
others – to better understand their priorities regarding our 
operations	and	ESG	performance.	Underpinning	 this	en-
gagement is the information we collect via our grievance 
mechanism,	 employee	 feedback	 surveys,	 community	
engagement, stakeholder communications, NGO corre-
spondence,	communication	 from	analysts	and	 investors,	
and	industry	benchmarking	research.	

As	part	of	finalizing	Tahoe’s	sustainability	strategy,	in	2017,	
we will complete a full external stakeholder validation pro-
cess of our material issues in order to get feedback and 
further understand expectations and priorities of stake-
holders	regarding	key	issues	facing	Tahoe	Resources	and	
the	mining	industry	generally.

INTRODUCTION

TAHOE’S	CORPORATE	MATERIALITY	PRIORITIES
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Indigenous Rights
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Impacts

Human
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Health & 
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Our People

Tahoe’s	2016	Sustainability	Report	also	provides	 information	on	topics	
of interest to Tahoe and its stakeholders that are outside the identi-
fied	“materiality	issues”	such	as	biodiversity,	land,	and	informal	mining.	
Tahoe	also	recognizes	stakeholders	are	concerned	about	greenhouse	
gas	emissions,	energy	efficiency,	carbon	footprint,	and	climate	change.	
While	this	report	does	not	directly	address	those	issues,	we	continue	to	
monitor and address them in our on-going efforts to improve environ-
mental	programs,	and	perform	ongoing	impact	analyses	to	determine	
materiality	and	reporting	needs.		
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ALIGNMENT WITH INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS

Tahoe	strives	to	conduct	 its	business	honestly	and	ethically.	We	work	to	
high standards of environmental stewardship and promote the health, 
safety	and	well-being	of	our	employees	and	communities	everywhere	

we	operate.	Since	Tahoe’s	founding,	decision	making	has	rested	on	balanc-
ing the interests of three distinct, but intertwined, pillars: shareholders, em-
ployees,	and	communities.	We	realize	that,	more	than	ever,	our	future	suc-
cess	 depends	 on	our	 ability	 to	 identify,	 prioritize,	 and	manage	 social	 and	
environmental	issues	and	the	impact	these	issues	have	on	our	stakeholders.

Tahoe’s	Code	of	Business	Conduct,	Human	Rights,	CSR,	and	Environmental	
Policies serve as building blocks for our compliance with international pro-
tocols.	From	project	inception	to	mine	closure,	Tahoe	has	adopted	policies,	
programs and procedures to enhance our potential for positive and sustain-
able	outcomes	while	mitigating	ESG	risks	in	our	operations.	In	August	2013,	the	
Board’s	HSEC	Committee	ratified	management’s	decision	to	align	Tahoe	pol-
icies	and	practices	with	a	number	of	international	voluntary	CSR	standards.	
Our	commitment	to	sustainability	is	founded	upon	the	norms,	principles	and	
reporting expectations outlined in Canada’s Enhanced Corporate Social Re-
sponsibility	Strategy	and	Guidelines	and	the	following	reference	standards:

	 Global Reporting Initiative 

	 UN	Guiding	Principles	on	Business	and	Human	Rights

	 The	Voluntary	Principles	for	Security	and	Human	Rights

	 The International Finance Corporation Performance Standards

Our Approach to Sustainability

A local community member participates 
in an MSR-sponsored capacity building 
program for small business skills 
development.

CSR POLICY
The	 CSR	 Policy	 emphasizes	 our	 commitment	
to	 minimize	 the	 environmental	 effects	 of	 our	
operations,	provide	a	 safe	and	healthy	workplace	
for	 our	 employees	 and	 contractors,	 and	 promote	
sustainable businesses and social programs in the 
local	communities	where	we	operate.
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ALIGNMENT WITH INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS

Adoption and implementation of these standards be-
gan	 at	 our	MSR	 operations	where	we	 recognized	 the	
need to draw on international good practice for man-
aging	ESG	 issues	 in	our	operations.	With	 the	support	of	
BSR and Guatemalan CSR experts, we undertook a gap 
assessment and due diligence process to enhance and 
formalize	 our	 CSR	 commitments.	 We	 then	 established	
a	 corporate-level	 Sustainability	 Committee	 (formally	
known	as	 the	“CSR	Steering	Committee”)	 in	2013,	and	
set	CSR	goals	and	conducted	a	SWOT	analysis	to	iden-
tify	areas	of	strengths	and	weakness	vis-à-vis	social	and	
environmental	issues	and	impacts.	

While we did not achieve our goal of full alignment 
across our operations in 2016, we have achieved almost 
full	alignment	with	standards	at	MSR.	At	Tahoe’s	newest	
operations, integration of Tahoe’s standards and com-
mitments	 is	well	underway.	 Tahoe	Canada	and	Tahoe	
Perú	 have	 both	 performed	 an	 internal	 international	
standards	 scorecard	 gap	assessment.	 The	Directors	 of	
Corporate	Affairs	and	Sustainability	at	each	operation	
are leading the process of alignment, addressing gaps 
in assessment and risk management and making use 
of	tools	and	protocols	already	in	place	at	other	Tahoe	
operations.	We	are	working	to	have	full	alignment	at	all	
operations	complete	by	the	end	of	2017.	

Information regarding Tahoe’s impacts on and management approach to each of our 
material	ESG	issues	is	detailed	in	the	following	chapters.	Tahoe	makes	decisions	based	on	
a	thorough	evaluation	of	all	risks	posed	to	our	operations	and	projects,	as	well	as	poten-
tial	resulting	impacts	to	our	stakeholders.	Tahoe	operates	with	high	ethical	standards	and	
respect	for	the	law	and	international	norms.	Where	state	laws	conflict	with	 international	
human	rights	norms,	Tahoe	will	comply	with	the	law	but	also	endeavor	to	meet	the	spirit	
of	the	standard.	

 

School children at one of the community 
schools renovated by MSR.
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SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT

As Tahoe grows, our con-
tinued and future success 
depends on our operations 
responsibly	 creating	 value	
for our shareholders, em-
ployees	 and	 communities.	
We	 recognize	 that	 driving	
sustainability	 performance	
to	 a	 higher	 level	 requires	
clear direction and perfor-
mance	goals.	Critical	to	this	
effort is a comprehensive 
sustainability	 strategy	 that	

integrates	 key	 principles	 and	 international	 good	 practice	
standards, meets stakeholder expectations, and achieves a 
profitable	and	sustainable	business.

Our	strategy	centers	on	key	material	issues	that	Tahoe,	and	
the	mining	 industry	more	broadly,	works	diligently	 to	man-
age	responsibly.	At	Tahoe’s	2016	CSR	Retreat,	management	
laid	the	foundation	for	creating	a	sustainability	strategy	and	
management	 framework	 that	 includes	 key	 goals,	 objec-
tives,	action	tasks,	and	performance	indicators.	Tahoe’s	op-
erations teams then developed strategic plans in response 
to Tahoe’s nine material issues that include both the corpo-
rate vision and local context to ensure the goals are inte-
grated,	appropriate	and	actionable.	

In	 2017,	 Tahoe	 will	 continue	 to	 harmonize	 its	 sustainability	
approach across our operations through a management 
framework that integrates technical, social and economic 
factors	for	achieving	responsible	business	outcomes.	The	Sus-
tainability	Committee	will	manage	the	process	of	further	or-
ganizing	and	coordinating	the	approach	across	the	Compa-
ny	and	provide	oversight	of	our	performance	in	the	areas	of	
governance	and	corporate	citizenship,	environmental	stew-
ardship,	and	employee	and	community	health,	 safety	and	
wellbeing.	Our	next	report	will	provide	detail	of	the	strategy	
and	its	various	components,	 including	the	ways	in	which	in-
ternational	standards	have	informed	strategy	development.

(ABOVE):  MSR’s environmental team taking 
water samples in nearby streams. 

(RIGHT):  A community girl in San Rafael Las 
Flores, the town closest to MSR’s Escobal mine. 

ALIGNMENT WITH INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS
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CORRUPTION AND TRANSPARENCY

Tahoe Resources and its subsidiaries are 
committed to conducting business us-
ing	 the	 highest	 standards	 of	 honesty	

and	transparency.	Integrity	is	a	fundamen-
tal component of our business and is central 
to our relationships with shareholders, cus-
tomers, suppliers, governments, regulators, 
professional service providers, communities 
and	others.

Corruption presents a material risk in the form 
of	 regulatory	 and	 legal	 risks,	 reputational	
damage, potential loss of operating license 

and	loss	of	social	 license.	While	many	of	the	material	 issues	discussed	in	this	
report are of interest to specific subsets of stakeholders, all stakeholders want 
to	see	us	mitigate	corruption	risks	and	operate	responsibly	and	ethically.	

Tahoe’s executive team and Board are responsible for mitigating, manag-
ing,	investigating	and	addressing	corruption	and	fraud.	In	2016,	we	had	two	
confirmed	cases	of	corrupt	acts.	Both	were	cases	at	Tahoe	Perú	operations	
in	which	employees	forged	signatures	and	asked	for	kickbacks	from	contrac-
tors.	With	the	support	of	the	Risk	and	Security	Manager,	investigations	were	
performed	and	both	cases	resulted	in	the	dismissal	of	the	personnel.	Tahoe	
understands	that	it	is	working	in	certain	jurisdictions	that	have	endemic	cor-
ruption and therefore puts special measures in place to detect corruption at 
all	levels	of	the	company.	Tahoe	has	zero	tolerance	for	fraud	or	dishonesty	
at	any	level,	 including	in	our	supplier	relationships.	 In	Canada,	Guatemala	
and	Perú,	suppliers	must	comply	with	contractual	anti-corruption	measures	
in	order	to	do	business	with	the	Company.	

Our	smelter	customers	are	also	committed	to	combatting	money	launder-
ing,	terrorism	financing,	armed	conflict,	human	rights	abuses	and	crime.	They	
demonstrate	this	commitment	by	requiring	suppliers	like	Tahoe	to	complete	
Know Your Client	questionnaires	that	detail	our	anti-corruption	measures	and	

other	good	business	practice.	We	also	provide	our	
Code of Business Conduct and other policies and 
procedures	to	our	customers	to	ensure	they	are	in-
formed	of	and	will	comply	with	our	ethics	standards.	

Ethical Business Management

MSR staff at the Escobal mill.
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TRANSPARENCY

We	commit	to	conducting	our	business	in	a	transparent	manner.	Tahoe’s	trans-
parency	measures	ensure	that	information	regarding	our	business	activities	is	
accessible	to	our	stakeholders.	We	recognize	that	demonstrating	transparen-
cy	in	our	own	practices	and	promoting	it	in	our	relationships	are	key	aspects	
of	creating	accountability	and	ethicality	 in	our	business.	Good	governance	
and related anti-corruption measures are a common theme in all of our stake-
holder	engagements,	from	regulatory	compliance	with	home	and	host	state	
governments,	to	investor	relations,	to	community	meetings	and	development	
projects.	 For	example,	 in	November	2015,	MSR	held	various	 voluntary	 royal-
ty	agreements	with	municipalities	around	the	mine	–	including	San	Rafael	las	
Flores	(“SRLF”),	Casillas,	Santa	Rosa	de	Lima,	Barberena,	Santa	Cruz	Naranjo,	
San	Carlos	Alzatate	and	Cuilapa	–	all	of	which	have	included	provisions	requir-
ing	the	transparency	of	royalty	payments.

All three countries in which Tahoe operates support or participate in the Ex-
tractives	Industry	Transparency	Initiative	(EITI).	However,	two	jurisdictions	–	Perú	
and	Guatemala		 –	 rank	 in	 the	 lower	quartile	of	 Transparency	 International’s	
Corruption	 Perception	 Index.	Consequently,	 Tahoe’s	 legal	 and	 finance	de-
partments	work	diligently	to	mitigate	risks	of	corruption	and	ensure	compliance	
with	the	U.S.	Foreign	Corrupt	Practices	Act	and	Canada’s	Corruption	of	Foreign	
Officials	Act.	It	does	this	through	regular	governance	trainings,	communication	
of corruption to management, implementation of measures to support Sar-
banes-Oxley	compliance	and	anti-fraud	controls,	regular	purchasing	depart-
ment	reviews,	and	careful	oversight	of	contracts.	In	conjunction	with	Tahoe’s	
finance team and external anti-corruption experts, the legal department is 
currently	performing	a	gap	analysis	to	improve	the	Foreign	Corrupt	Practices	
Act risk mitigation program in our Latin America operations, which we expect 
to	complete	by	the	end	of	2017.	As	an	officer	of	the	International	Bar	Associa-
tion’s CSR Committee, Tahoe’s VP Corporate Affairs and General Counsel has 
also made recent presentations promoting multi-stakeholder initiatives among 
legal	practitioners,	particularly	highlighting	examples	of	Guatemala’s	steps	to	
becoming	a	member	of	the	Extractive	Industry	Transparency	Initiative.	

Starting	with	our	reporting	for	the	2016	financial	year,	we	have	met	our	obli-
gations	under	the	Extractive	Sector	Transparency	Measures	Act	(ESTMA).	This	
new	 reporting	 framework	 requires	 further	disclosure	 to	our	 stakeholders	and	
the	Canadian	government	about	certain	government	payments	associated	
with exploration and extraction of minerals made to all governments in Can-
ada	and	each	of	our	operating	jurisdictions.	Tahoe’s	report	is	available	on	the	
Company’s	website	at	www.tahoeresources.com.

Tahoe Canada staff performing maintenance 
on the Timmins West mine shaft.

CORRUPTION AND TRANSPARENCY
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ANTI-CORRUPTION MEASURES

Tahoe’s Code of Business Conduct sets out all anti-corruption and transparen-
cy	measures	for	Tahoe	employees,	Officers	and	Directors.	The	Code	defines	
and	prohibits	any	form	of	bribery	or	corruption.	It	addresses	the	procedures	for	
managing	conflicts	of	interest	that	employees,	Directors,	and	business	partners	
may	have.	 Tahoe’s	Board	 is	 responsible	 for	monitoring	compliance	with	 the	
Code	by	 receiving	 reports	 from	management	as	 to	any	material	actual	or	
alleged	violations.

From	 Tahoe’s	 inception	 in	 June	 2010,	 the	 Company	 ad-
opted	 a	 written	Whistleblower	 Policy	 for	 the	 Company’s	
Directors,	Officers,	and	employees.	The	Policy	encourages	
all	employees	to	report	suspected	violations	of	accounting,	
internal	controls	or	auditing	rules,	the	law,	or	the	Code.	The	
Whistleblower	 Policy	 is	 also	 made	 available	 to	 suppliers,	
customers	and	other	third	parties.	Complaints	may	be	sub-
mitted	in	writing	or	by	telephone	to	the	Corporate	Secre-

tary,	who	assesses	reports	and	conducts	investigations	under	the	direction	of	
the	Board’s	Audit	Committee	Chair.	In	2016,	the	Corporate	Secretary’s	office	
investigated one Whistleblower complaint regarding a conflict of interest in 
which	no	wrong	doing	was	found.	

In	 2017,	 Tahoe	will	 enhance	 its	 program	by	 implementing	 an	 independent	
Whistleblower	reporting	hotline	that	is	available	24	hours	a	day.	All	reports	are	
treated	as	confidential,	whether	 received	anonymously	or	otherwise.	Tahoe	
does	not	retaliate	against	any	person	who	reports	a	matter	 in	good	faith	or	
provides	assistance	during	an	investigation.

Both management and the Board’s Audit Committee are focused on an ef-
fective	anti-fraud	program.	Tahoe	management	annually	conducts	a	 fraud	
risk	assessment	which	includes	a	senior	management	questionnaire.	The	Inter-
nal	Auditor	provides	a	written	summary	of	the	results	measuring	and	assessing	
acts	and	risks	of	fraud	in	the	Company	to	our	Board	and	related	committees.	
Tahoe	recognizes	that,	while	there	is	no	“one-size-fits-all”	approach,	an	effec-
tive anti-fraud program will enable the evaluation, mitigation and monitoring 
of	fraud	risk.	Consequently,	Tahoe	places	a	strong	emphasis	on	creating	a	cul-
ture	of	honesty	and	high	ethical	 standards,	evaluating	anti-fraud	processes	
and	controls,	and	developing	an	appropriate	oversight	process.	

(TOP):  MSR Geologists working on maps of the operations.

(BOTTOM):  Women from the first cohort of silversmithers at MSR’s 
Vocational Training Center now apply their skills to fine jewelry 
production.

CORRUPTION AND TRANSPARENCY
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Tahoe’s	 Legal	 Department	 requires	 every	
Tahoe	employee	in	Reno	and	managers	at	
operations	to	fill	out	a	“Conflicts	of	Interest”	
form in connection with an annual agree-
ment	to	abide	by	the	Code	of	Conduct.	In	
addition,	on	a	quarterly	basis,	the	Company	
sends	 a	 “Related	 Party	 Transaction”	 inqui-
ry	 to	all	 executives	and	 senior	operational	
managers	at	 site	 to	determine	any	 real	or	
potential	conflicts	of	interest.	Any	disclosed	
conflicts are then managed through the 
corporate	legal	department.

Our Tahoe Canada and MSR operations 
perform	 risk	 evaluations,	 and	 Tahoe	 Perú	
will	formalize	their	risk	evaluation	process	in	
2017.	 Corruption	 risk	 is	 assessed	 based	 on	
the	 severity	 of	 regulatory	and	 legal	 ramifi-
cations and the ensuing impact on Tahoe’s 
reputation, social license and local commu-
nities.	The	Risk	and	Security	Manager,	oper-
ations	teams	and	sustainability	groups	then	
conduct	 related	 scenario	 planning.	 While	
each site has its own context-specific risk 
estimation practice, we plan on introducing 
a	standardized	risk	evaluation	matrix	within	
the	Crisis	Management	Plan	(CMP)	training	
planned for all operations and the corpo-
rate	office	in	2017.	

CORRUPTION AND TRANSPARENCY

Traveling underground within the Escobal mine.
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HUMAN RIGHTS

Tahoe promotes respect for 
human rights across all of 
our operations and in all of 

our	 business	 activities.	 Tahoe’s	
Human	 Rights	 Policy	 is	 the	 eth-
ical cornerstone for protecting 
the	 rights	 of	 our	 employees,	
contractors, suppliers and local 
communities.	 Based	 on	 the	 Universal	 Declaration	
of	Human	Rights,	we	align	our	Policy	commitments	
with the principles and implementation frameworks 
described in the UN Guiding Principles on Business 
and	Human	Rights	and	the	Voluntary	Principles	on	
Security	 and	 Human	 Rights.	 Originally	 created	 in	
2014	 and	most	 recently	 updated	 in	August	 2015,	
the	Policy	provides	high-level	guidelines	for	the	re-
spect of human rights within all spheres of the Com-
pany’s	activities,	business	 relationships,	and	areas	
of	influence.	The	Policy	can	be	found	on	the	Com-
pany’s	website	at	www.tahoeresources.com.	

Employees	at	corporate,	
MSR,	 Tahoe	 Perú	 and	
Tahoe Canada receive 
annual corporate gov-
ernance training on the 
Policy	 and	 our	 Code	 of	
Business	Conduct.	In	ad-
dition, each manager 
acknowledges receipt 
and commits to com-
pliance	 with	 the	 Policy	
through Tahoe’s We-
Comply	 annual	 training	

program.	 The	 Human	 Resources	 department	 of	
Tahoe	Perú	is	developing	employee	human	rights	
training	for	implementation	in	2017.	All	operation-

al contracts and vendor packets 
contain	a	human	rights	clause.

Throughout this Report, we de-
tail our management approach 
to human rights topics most rele-
vant	 to	 the	 mining	 sector.	 These	
include workplace rights, non-dis-
crimination, forced and child la-
bor,	remedy,	access	to	land,	and	
the	security	and	wellbeing	of	local	
stakeholders.	 In	 this	 chapter,	 we	
specifically	 detail	 our	 approach	
to managing human rights topics 
we identified as material for the 
Company.

Tahoe is making continuous strides 
to improve our human rights due 
diligence, including addressing 
gap assessment recommenda-
tions	 from	 2016.	Assessments	 per-
formed	 at	 MSR	 and	 Tahoe	 Perú	
indicated a need to strengthen 
monitoring and management of our human rights 
performance	and	potential	impacts.	Having	iden-
tified	 security	 and	 human	 rights	 and	 indigenous	
people’s rights as material issues, we will review the 
scope	of	the	Human	Rights	Policy	in	2017	with	the	
support	of	BSR	and	other	subject-matter	experts.	In	
the	coming	year,	Tahoe	will	also	develop	a	human	
rights risk assessment protocol for our higher-risk 
jurisdictions.	We	will	 also	be	evaluating	addition-
al	standards	 to	ensure	that	all	of	our	non-judicial	
grievance mechanisms are UN Guiding Princi-
ples-compliant	and	that	they	provide	stakeholder	
access	to	remedy	where	violations	may	occur.

Human Rights Commitments

A member of the Shahuindo sustainability 
team works with a local farmer to 
increase the productivity of her garden.
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HUMAN RIGHTS

Tahoe’s subsidiaries are committed to 
managing	 the	 security	 of	 their	 oper-
ations	 in	 a	 socially	 responsible	 man-

ner	for	the	protection	of	employees,	 local	
stakeholders	 and	 site	 assets.	 The	 security	
framework	employed	across	Tahoe´s	oper-
ations demonstrates our commitment to in-
ternational	standards	–	specifically	the	Vol-
untary	 Principals	 on	 Security	 and	 Human	
Rights - which is embodied throughout the 
operational	security	structure.		

In	 June	2017,	 Tahoe	 retained	an	 in-house	
corporate	Director	of	Security	and	Contin-
gency	 Planning	 to	 ensure	 consistent	 ap-
plication and alignment with international 
security	 protocols	 and	 standards	 at	 all	 of	
Tahoe’s	operations.	This	position	will	report	

to	the	VP	of	Operations	and	will	be	responsible	for	managing	performance	of	security	pro-
viders	and	developing	Tahoe’s	standards	compliance	framework,	contingency	planning	
initiatives	and	security	policies.

We	recognize	that	our	security	personnel	are	often	the	first	point	of	contact	for	our	 local	
stakeholders,	and	as	such,	it	is	essential	that	they	are	well-trained	and	socially	aware.	Tahoe	
mandates	 our	 subsidiaries	 provide	 human	 rights	 trainings	 for	 contracted	 security	 groups	
in	regions	that	are	more	vulnerable	to	human	rights	abuses.	MSR,	Tahoe	Perú	and	Tahoe	
Canada	work	with	security	providers	to	achieve	a	socially	responsible	standard	of	service	
by	requiring	implementation	of	training	systems	focused	on	in-country	legal	requirements,	
international	human	rights	principles,	conflict	management	and	the	use	of	force.		

In	addition	to	Company-sponsored	trainings,	the	Procuraduria	de	Derechos	Humanos	provid-
ed	human	rights	training	to	MSR	security	personnel	in	relation	to	proper	site	security	manage-
ment.	Tahoe	encourages	public	security	groups	to	attend	these	types	of	trainings,	which	has	
resulted	in	participation	by	local	police	and	military.	

Security and 
Human Rights

MSR’s El Escobal mine complex.
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HUMAN RIGHTS

Across our operations, management has implemented a stringent 
three-part	 process	 to	 evaluate	 security	 providers,	 beginning	 at	
the contract tender phase and continuing through the life of the 
contract.		

	 Providers	must	have	a	human	rights	policy,	 functioning	code	
of conduct and grievance mechanism, and meet all in-coun-
try	employment	laws	prior	to	providing	security	services	to	the	
Company.	Within	three	months	of	the	contract	start,	the	pro-
vider must have implemented a comprehensive training pack-
age,	which	includes	human	rights	training.	

	 Security	 staff	 performs	monthly	 evaluations	 of	 the	 provider’s	
training	program	and	regularly	participates	in	training	sessions	
to review content, attendance records and evaluation sheets 
to	monitor	the	quality	of	training.

	 Every	 four	months,	 security	 staff	 reviews	 the	provider’s	 licens-
es,	 insurance,	 and	payment	 of	 benefit	 payments	 to	 person-
nel.	 They	 also	 review	 the	 recruitment	 process	 and	 protocols	
for new recruits to confirm that background checks are per-
formed	 (with	 emphasis	 on	 identifying	potential	 human	 rights	
violators)	and	security	personnel	have	agreed	to	abide	by	the	
Code	of	Conduct.	The	Company	requires	the	provider	to	sup-
ply	supporting	evidence	that	each	standard	is	being	met.	

Since	Tahoe	subsidiaries	partner	with	security	providers	to	achieve	
compliance with international standards, provider compliance is 
reviewed	utilizing	performance	assessments	rather	than	incentive	
mechanisms.		

Training on the Voluntary Principles 
delivered to MSR security personnel by 
the Procuraduria de Derechos Humanos.

SECURITY PERSONNEL WHO RECEIVED FORMAL SECURITY AND HUMAN RIGHTS TRAINING
MSR TAHOE CANADA TAHOE PERÚ

Total Security Personnel 165 21 208

Percentage Personnel Trained 100% 100% 100%
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HUMAN RIGHTS

Tahoe respects cultural differences in the workplace, sup-
ports indigenous social and cultural practices, and engages 
and	consults	local	communities	regarding	our	operations.	As	

enunciated	 in	our	Human	Rights	Policy,	we	understand	the	 im-
portance	of	protecting	indigenous	rights,	particularly	where	min-
ing	operations	take	place	in	or	adjacent	to	indigenous	peoples’	
territories.	Tahoe	complies	with	Canadian,	Guatemalan	and	Pe-
ruvian	laws	regarding	indigenous	consultation	and	engagement.

The	Company’s	Canadian	mines	and	mineral	properties	are	 lo-
cated	on	and	beneath	lands	that	are	or	may	be	subject	to	claims	
of	constitutionally	protected	aboriginal	rights,	aboriginal	title	and	
treaty	rights.	Tahoe	Canada	works	with	Mattagami,	Matachewan,	
Wahgoshig,	and	Flying	Post	First	Nations	bands	through	on-going	
engagement	 and	 impact	 benefit	 or	 exploration	 agreements.	
Most	 recently,	 in	October	 2016	 Tahoe	 signed	an	 Impact	 Bene-
fit	Agreement	(IBA)	with	Wahgoshig	First	Nation	and	the	Wabun	
Tribal	Council	First	Nations	of	Matachewan,	Mattagami	and	Fly-
ing	Post	with	respect	to	the	Bell	Creek	Mine.	The	IBA	establishes	a	
framework for continued consultation on Tahoe’s existing and fu-
ture operations in the Timmins area, and provides education and 
training,	 employment	 opportunities,	 environmental	 care,	 and	
collaborative	business	opportunities	for	First	Nations	members.	This	
agreement reflects Tahoe’s commitment to building positive rela-
tionships with aboriginal groups through direct, bilateral engage-
ments	to	explore	mutually-beneficial	opportunities.	

Indigenous Rights

Thunder Creek Drummers, along with Chief 
Walter Naveau, Mattagami First Nation.
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HUMAN RIGHTS

Based on baseline assessments and census data, 
the	Company	understands	that	there	are	no	 indig-
enous people’s territories in the immediate area of 
the	 Esco	bal,	 La	Arena	or	 Shahuindo	Mine	 sites.	 	 In	
2016, MSR engaged with indigenous people in Gua-
temala	who	expressed	an	 interest	 in	Escobal	Mine.	
As a result, more than 130 indigenous peoples visit-
ed	Escobal	throughout	the	year.	In	addition,	indige-
nous peoples have participated in our Guatemalan 
avocado and coffee rust prevention programs and 
received donations of agricultural supplies and musi-
cal	instruments	through	social	investment	programs.	
The	 Company	 also	 attended	 workshops	 with	 the	
Guatemalan government and other private sector 
organizations	 to	 promote	 the	 elimination	 of	 racial	
discrimination	against	indigenous	groups.

Tahoe continues to assess our human rights practic-
es	to	confirm	they	align	with	the	expectations	of	our	
indigenous	communities.	 Integrated	into	our	sustain-
ability	strategy	will	be	our	protocols	for	ensuring	con-
tinued respect for the social, economic and cultural 
rights of indigenous people, effective representation 
and participation of indigenous peoples that are in 
the areas of impact of our operations, proactive en-
gagement and dialogue with those critical of or con-
cerned about our operations, and accessible and 
effective	access	 to	 remedy	 in	 the	case	of	 violation	
of	our	commitments.	Currently,	 indigenous	people’s	
engagement	in	Canada	is	managed	by	the	Director	
of	Corporate	Social	Responsibility	and	the	Vice	Presi-
dent	of	Timmins	Operations.	In	Guatemala	and	Perú,	
the	Directors	of	 Sustainability	and	Corporate	Affairs,	
along with the support of local anthropologists and 
indigenous people’s experts, manage our engage-
ment	approach	with	all	communities	and	civil	society.		

(ABOVE):  Signing of IBA. Pictured, 
Chief Murray Ray Flying Post First 
Nation, Chief Walter Naveau 
Mattagami First Nation, Chief 
Alex Batisse Matachewan First 
Nation, Sharon Plourde Wahgoshig 
First Nation, Ron Clayton Tahoe 
Resources.

(LEFT):  An indigenous dance group 
shows off their traditional dress as 
they prepare to perform cultural 
dances at a festival in Timmins.
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Informal and small scale mining activities are present near Tahoe 
Perú’s	operations.	No	informal	mining	takes	place	near	Tahoe’s	oth-
er	operations.	

The	economic	history	of	Perú	 is	 rooted	 in	natural	 resources	 such	as	
mining,	farming,	fishing,	and	agriculture.	Since	precolonial	Inca	times,	
mining	development	has	taken	place	on	an	artisanal	and	small	scale.	
Still	commonplace	throughout	Perú,	much	of	the	artisanal	and	small-
scale	mining	(ASM)	 is	 informal,	unpermitted	and	unregulated.	While	
small-scale mining can serve as an economic engine for surrounding 
communities, the lack of controls often results in poor working condi-
tions,	increased	occupational	safety	risks,	high	amounts	of	acid	rock	
drainage	 and	 other	 environmental	 damage,	 increased	 organized	
crime, human rights violations and little to no reclamation of aban-
doned	mine	sites.	The	indirect	impacts	to	local	communities	are	sig-
nificant	and	long	lasting,	 including	potential	exposure	to	hazardous	
materials, contaminated water sources and natural resources, and a 
transient population that can degrade the social fabric and increase 
crime	in	the	area.

Informal Mining

(ABOVE):  Mine tunnel at the Algamarca 
mine site.

(RIGHT):  Entrance to the community of 
Algamarca, near the Shahuindo mine.

HUMAN RIGHTS
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Unlicensed small-scale mining has taken place for over ten 
years	at	the	Algamarca	mining	camp	near	what	is	now	Tahoe	
Perú’s	Shahuindo	operations.	These	illegal	mining	activities	have	
adversely	 affected	 the	 environment	 –	 particularly	 soil	 quality,	
and limited access to water and land in the area of Tahoe’s 
operations	and	exploration	activities.

Tahoe is working with govern-
ment-sanctioned mitigation pro-
grams to help eliminate or mitigate 
illegal	mining.	Tahoe	Perú	initiated	a	
dialogue process with the Algamar-
ca miners in October 2016 which re-
sulted in improved relationships be-
tween the parties, allowing them to 
set	several	agreed-upon	objectives	
for	2017,	 including	a	socioeconom-
ic	 baseline	 study	 and	 evaluating	
alternative economic opportunities 
for	the	miners.	At	the	request	of	the	
Algamarca miners, ProDialogo and 
Red	 Social	 of	 Perú	 are	 facilitating	
the dialogue process with regional 
government	involvement.	

In the La Chilca region, unlicensed small-scale miners were 
peacefully	 removed	 in	 2015	 by	 government	 mining	 and	 en-
vironment	 authorities.	 Based	 on	 environmental	 monitoring	 of	
noise	levels	and	water,	air,	and	soil	quality,	Tahoe	Perú	has	since	
developed	a	plan	for	exploration	activities.	On	occasion,	small	
groups	of	miners	enter	 the	La	Chilca	zone	at	which	time	they	
are	peacefully	escorted	off	site.	

Prior	 to	 commencing	 the	 La	 Arena	 project,	 a	
small group of artisanal miners worked in the 
Agua	Blanca	area.	They	ceased	their	mining	ac-
tivities	due	to	pressure	from	the	community	itself,	
and there is little to no risk that those will recom-
mence	in	the	region.

(ABOVE):  Mine site signage for one of 
the mining associations of Algamarca.

(RIGHT):  Deteriorating infrastructure at 
one of the Algamarca mine sites.

HUMAN RIGHTS
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OUR PEOPLE

We	 put	 our	 employees	 first	 because	 they	
are	the	foundation	of	our	business.	Tahoe	
knows that developing and retaining an 

exceptional pool of talented, well-trained and 
motivated	employees	is	critical	to	the	growth	and	
success	of	our	operations.		

Tahoe’s	greatest	opportunity	for	direct	positive	im-
pact	 is	 through	 local	 employment	and	capacity	
building,	 particularly	 in	 rural	 areas	where	options	
are	limited	and	jobs	are	in	high	demand.	Local	hir-
ing	 improves	the	quality	of	 life	for	Tahoe	employ-
ees and promotes economic development and 

long-term	capacity	building	for	strong	communities.	Tahoe	employees	are	devel-
oping	skills	and	abilities	that	will	extend	well	beyond	mine	life	and	benefit	families	
and	communities	for	generations.	We	place	the	health	and	safety	of	employees	
at the forefront and adhere to government labor laws and international human 
rights	standards	in	all	jurisdictions	where	we	operate.	As	referenced	in	our	Code	of	
Business	Conduct	and	Human	Rights	Policy,	Tahoe	follows	human	rights-compliant	
fair labor practices, including prohibiting forced labor or child labor, creating a 
safe,	 secure	and	non-discriminatory	work	 environment,	 committing	 to	 fair	 com-
pensation, allowing freedom of association, and protecting the right to collective 
bargaining.	

The Board of Directors oversees application of these policies through the Corpo-
rate Governance and Nominating Committee in tandem with local expertise at 
each	operation.	We	make	our	policies	available	in	English	and	Spanish,	and	pro-
vide	annual	training	to	all	employees.	In	2016,	we	enhanced	our	corporate	gover-
nance training program with interactive polling software to improve participation 
and	engagement	by	employees,	and	 to	help	us	assess	 their	 comprehension	of	
topics.	In	2017,	we	plan	to	roll	out	a	more	comprehensive	training	program	in	con-
junction	with	operational	needs.

Our People

A miner at MSR’s El Escobal mine.
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OUR PEOPLE

WORKFORCE COMPOSITION

EMPLOYEES

MSR 

Tahoe Canada 

Tahoe Perú

883 males / 88.3%

568 males / 89.9%

1,011 males / 93.5%

117 females / 11.7%

64 females / 10.1%

71 females / 6.5%

Tahoe’s	total	workforce	is	made	up	of	approximately	2,700	em-
ployees.	MSR	employs	1,000	people	in	Guatemala.	Tahoe	Perú’s	
La	Arena	and	 Shahuindo	operations	 employ	more	 than	 1,080	
people.	 Tahoe	Canada	 employs	more	 than	 630	 peo	ple,	 and	
approximately	25	people	work	at	Tahoe’s	headquar	ters	in	Reno,	
Nevada.	Tahoe	also	contracts	goods	and	services	from	hundreds	
of	local	and	national	providers	in	each	country,	details	of	which	
are	provided	on	page	58.	Some	operations,	such	as	Tahoe	Perú,	
provide three- or six-month rotational work programs to maxi-
mize	the	number	of	local	community	members	and	contractors	
who	benefit	 from	employment	opportunities.	Otherwise,	Tahoe	
does	not	have	temporary	employees	at	the	corporate	office	or	
its	operational	subsidiaries.		

Local	 employment	 directly	 contributes	 to	 the	 economic	 and	
social	development	of	 the	communities	 in	which	we	operate.	
We	have	established	practices	that	prioritize	local	hiring	at	all	of	
our operations, and retain expatriate technical and managerial 
expertise	only	when	we	cannot	find	 it	 in	 local	communities.	To	
further these efforts, expatriates receive cultural training upon 
arriving	 in	 their	 host	 location,	 and	 then	work	 to	 identify,	 train,	
and	mentor	local	employees	to	take	these	positions	in	the	future.	
Tahoe	strives	to	be	an	employer	of	choice	and	serve	as	an	ex-
ample	of	how	mining	industry	careers	can	lead	to	a	sustainable	
future	beyond	the	mine	life.		

LOCAL HIRING

MSR 

Tahoe Canada 

Tahoe Perú

63% locals

95% locals

72% locals

37% non-locals

5% non-locals

28% non-locals
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OUR PEOPLE

  Senior Management 

34

  Middle Management 

242

  Admin/Technical  
861

Under	30	years	old	&	Male:
Under	30	years	old	&	Female:
Between	30-50	years	old	&	Male:
Between	30-50	years	old	&	Female:
Older	than	50	years	old	&	Male:
Older	than	50	years	old	&	Female:

Under	30	years	old	&	Male:
Under	30	years	old	&	Female:
Between	30-50	years	old	&	Male:
Between	30-50	years	old	&	Female:
Older	than	50	years	old	&	Male:
Older	than	50	years	old	&	Female:

Under	30	years	old	&	Male:	
Under	30	years	old	&	Female:	
Between	30-50	years	old	&	Male:	
Between	30-50	years	old	&	Female:	
Older	than	50	years	old	&	Male:	
Older	than	50	years	old	&	Female:	

Under	30	years	old	&	Male:	
Under	30	years	old	&	Female:	
Between	30-50	years	old	&	Male:	
Between	30-50	years	old	&	Female:	
Older	than	50	years	old	&	Male:	
Older	than	50	years	old	&	Female:

CONTRACTORS

MSR

0
0

15
3
0
2

23
3
72
7
4
0

150
43

185
19
13
0

239
20
169
23
9
1

Tahoe Canada
 
0
0
7
2
3
0
 

0
0

21
3

33
1

 
18
15
19
17
12
8

109
5
278
16
96
2

Tahoe Perú
 
0
0
1
1
0
0
 

2
2

32
6

31
2
 

76
23

220
24
19
0

172
10
409

5
47
0

DIVERSITY OF STAFF

MSR 579

Tahoe Canada 188

Tahoe Perú 2,571

  Non-Management 
		(Operations)	 1,610

Personnel at the Shahuindo camp.
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OUR PEOPLE

RECRUITMENT, RETENTION, AND DEVELOPMENT

Tahoe	aims	 to	be	a	 top	employer	by	offering	competitive	compensation,	
generous	benefit	packages,	ongoing	training	and	employee	development,	
and	 education	 assistance.	 Employees	 consistently	 earn	 above	 minimum	
wage	at	all	of	our	operations.	Our	objective	is	to	attract,	retain	and	develop	
successful	employees.	

In rural areas, Tahoe’s workforce has access to healthcare and other import-
ant	benefits	that	would	not	be	available	otherwise.	For	example,	each	op-
eration	provides	health	and	wellness	benefits,	 life	and	disability	 insurance,	
parental leave where applicable, on-site medical attention, and vacation 
and	paid	 time	off.	 Extensive	 training	 is	provided	at	all	 levels	of	operations	
including	induction	courses,	safety	classes,	and	technical	training.	Education	
assistance	and	 reimbursement	programs	are	available	 to	employees	who	
wish	 to	 continue	 their	 education	 and	 secure	 increased	 responsibility	 and	
growth	at	the	Company.	

Tahoe	offers	incentive	programs	to	many	of	its	employees	which	are	weighted	
heavily	on	safety	and	operational	performance	factors,	as	well	as	 individual	
performance.	At	MSR,	Tahoe	Canada,	and	Tahoe	Perú’s	La	Arena	mine,	em-
ployee	performance	 is	evaluated	 through	an	annual	 review	process	where	
development	goals	and	objectives	are	discussed	between	the	supervisor	and	
employee.	The	Shahuindo	mine	will	begin	performance	reviews	in	2017.	

In	Perú	and	Guatemala,	Tahoe	adheres	to	mandatory	labor	law	bonus	pro-
grams.	Employees	at	Tahoe’s	Perú	sites	have	particular	interest	in	the	profit-
ability	of	operations	there	as	a	result	of	 their	profit	 sharing	program.	Tahoe	
also provides defined contribution retirement plans in Canada and the Unit-
ed	States.	In	Canada,	the	Company	provides	an	8%	match	on	eligible	em-
ployee	contributions	and	 remitted	$2.5	million	 in	matching	contributions	 to	
the	plan	 in	2016,	with	a	100%	participation	 rate	as	of	December	31,	 2016.		
In	the	United	States,	Tahoe	provides	a	Company	match	and	remitted	$0.2	
million	to	the	plan	in	matching	contributions	in	2016,	with	a	94%	participation	
rate	as	of	December	31,	2016.		

All of our operations report high retention and low turnover rates, with no 
labor	strikes	or	lockouts	in	2016.	This	is	a	direct	reflection	of	Tahoe’s	commit-
ment	 to	our	employees	and	communities,	and	 serves	as	a	clear	measure	
of	the	effectiveness	of	our	employee	programs	and	incentives.	Notably,	the	
acquisition	of	Lake	Shore	Gold	in	2016	resulted	in	unusual	turnover	as	Tahoe	
downsized	its	Toronto	office	and	management	functions	were	consolidated	
to	the	corporate	office.	

An MSR geologist underground at 
Escobal mine.
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OUR PEOPLE

Tahoe Canada employee working on 
the refurbished hoist for the sinking of the 
new shaft at Bell Creek.

TRAINING Average	hours	of	training	that	the	organization’s	employees	have	undertaken	during	the	
reporting	period.

Under	30	years	old	&	Male:
Under	30	years	old	&	Female:
Between	30-50	years	old	&	Male:
Between	30-50	years	old	&	Female:
Older	than	50	years	old	&	Male:
Older	than	50	years	old	&	Female:

MSR

5%
1%
3%
<1
0
0

Tahoe Canada
 
7%
1%

12%
2%
3%

<1%

Tahoe Perú
 

<1%
<1%
2%
0

<1%
0

NEW EMPLOYEE HIRES

Under	30	years	old	&	Male:
Under	30	years	old	&	Female:
Between	30-50	years	old	&	Male:
Between	30-50	years	old	&	Female:
Older	than	50	years	old	&	Male:
Older	than	50	years	old	&	Female:

MSR

3%
1%
<1
3%
0
0

Tahoe Canada
 

5%
3%
5%

<1%
2%
0

Tahoe Perú
 

<1%
<1%
1%

<1%
0
0

EMPLOYEE TURNOVER

  Senior Management Male:
Female:

  Middle Management 

  Admin/Technical 

  Non-Management 
		(Operations)

Male:
Female:

Male:
Female:

Male:
Female:

 MSR

47
27

204
33

50
79

118
44

Tahoe Canada
 

40 
30 

20 
16 

30 
20.5	

22
33 

Tahoe Perú

120
74

119
157

99
71

122
78
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EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT

Tahoe	 proactively	 communicates	 relevant	 information	 to	 em-
ployees,	 their	 families,	and	 in	 the	communities	where	 they	 live	
and	work.	The	valuable	feedback	we	receive	through	employ-
ee engagement helps us better understand our impact, assess 
emerging	 issues,	and	adequately	address	concerns	 in	a	 time-
ly	manner.	Tahoe’s	communication	initiatives	 include	in-person	
meetings,	 health	and	 safety	 committee	meetings,	mass	 email	
communication, message boards, one-on-one interaction with 
supervisors,	 newsletters,	 and	 a	 corporate	 social	 responsibility	
blog.	Employees	are	encouraged	to	engage	directly	with	their	
supervisory	 chain	 of	 command	 to	 address	 concerns,	 issues,	
questions	 or	 commendations.	 Each	 operation	 practices	 an	
“open	door”	policy	that	encourages	communication,	feedback	
and	discussion.	Grievance	mechanisms	are	accessible	to	all	em-
ployees,	including	MSR’s	Tú Cuentas program and the corporate 
Whistleblower	system	for	reporting	financial	and	fraud	matters.	

As	 Tahoe’s	most	 important	asset,	we	 involve	our	employees	 in	
evaluating	labor	climate	and	working	conditions.	 In	Guatema-
la, MSR performs an annual labor climate assessment, while em-
ployees	at	Tahoe	Perú	complete	an	annual	labor	climate	survey	
on	working	conditions.	At	 La	Arena	and	 Shahuindo,	manage-
ment	takes	measures	to	involve	their	employees	by	first	commu-
nicating	objectives	related	to	security,	production,	environment,	
and	working	environment,	 then	 seeking	 input	 from	employees	
on	 Company	 objectives	 throughout	 the	 year,	 and	 lastly	 per-
forming	a	year-end	assessment	and	communicating	results	and	
achievements	back	to	employees.	

In	late	2016,	a	union	representing	approximately	five	percent	of	
employees	at	 La	Arena	was	 recognized	by	 the	Ministry	of	 La-
bor.	Although	there	are	no	formal	collective	bargaining	agree-
ments or negotiations between the parties, Tahoe endeavors to 
engage	in	ongoing	productive	dialogue	with	the	Union.	It	is	the	
only	union	at	Tahoe	operations.	

DIVERSITY AND EQUALITY

Tahoe	provides	 equal	 employment	 opportunity	 to	all	 employ-
ees	based	upon	merit	and	ability.	This	commitment	is	reinforced	
in our policies and procedures, including the Code of Business 
Conduct,	Human	Rights	Policy,	CSR	Policy	and	Tahoe’s	new	Di-
versity	Policy,	which	was	approved	by	the	Board	in	March	2017	
and serves as an additional commitment to promote an inclu-
sive	 work	 atmosphere.	 We	 remain	 committed	 to	 providing	 a	
workplace	free	from	discrimination	of	any	kind,	including	on	the	
basis	of	race,	gender,	national	origin,	citizenship,	sexual	orienta-
tion,	disability	or	membership	 in	any	political,	 religious	or	union	
organization.	

Tahoe	has	already	 initiated	programming	 to	 increase	 the	par-
ticipation of women, indigenous peoples and other minorities in 
our	operations	and	supply	chain.	For	example,	Tahoe	Canada’s	
support of the Mining Essentials program in 2016 resulted in the 
hiring	of	indigenous	women	at	their	operations.	Tahoe	manage-
ment	is	also	actively	working	on	a	diversity	implementation	plan	
to	be	rolled	out	in	2017.		

At MSR, 14 cases of alleged discrimination were filed in 2016 via 
the Tú Cuentas	grievance	mechanism.	All	of	the	cases	were	ful-
ly	 investigated	 following	 the	grievance	management	process,	
and	have	now	been	resolved.	Subsequent	assessments	are	cur-
rently	being	employed	to	define	appropriate	corrective	action	
within	relevant	departments.	

OUR PEOPLE

RATIO OF BASIC SALARY AND RENUMERATION 
OF MEN TO WOMEN

Tahoe Perú 
1 : 1

MSR
0.9	:	1

Tahoe
Canada

1 : 1
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OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

Ensuring	a	 safe	and	healthy	working	environment	 for	our	employees,	contractors	and	neigh-
boring	communities	is	central	to	Tahoe’s	mission.	We	strive	to	build	a	culture	where	health	and	
safety	are	never	compromised,	and	 leadership	and	employees	work	together	to	proactively	

evaluate	and	mitigate	OH&S	risks.	We	conduct	our	business	to	the	highest	safety	standards,	from	
the	planning	and	execution	of	our	operational	safety	programs	to	the	transportation	of	supplies	and	
products	through	our	communities.		

Tahoe	meets	its	health	and	safety	commitments	through	policies	and	procedures,	reporting	mea-
sures,	ongoing	safety	training,	and	benchmarking.	Our	formal	commitments	comply	with	ILO	con-
vention	176	and	all	relevant	laws	and	regulations	governing	workplace	health	and	safety	in	each	
of	the	jurisdictions	where	we	operate.	Tahoe’s	Code	of	Business	Conduct	emphasizes	that	all	ac-
cidents	and	 injuries	are	preventable,	and	 requires	employees	 to	comply	with	all	 relevant	 safety	
and	health	rules.	Accordingly,	health	and	safety	performance	is	tied	to	annual	management	com-
pensation.	The	CSR	Policy	sets	forth	Tahoe’s	commitment	to	conducting	regular	health	and	safety	
reviews,	and	reporting	all	lost	time	incidents	and	other	MSHA/OSHA-specific	safety	statistics	for	both	

employees	and	contractors	on	a	quarterly	basis	 to	 the	HSEC	
Committee.	 Tahoe	 also	 complies	with	 government	 reporting	
requirements	in	each	of	our	jurisdictions.	All	of	Tahoe’s	opera-
tions have met or exceeded government standards for proper 
working	conditions.				

A	very	unfortunate	collision	occurred	in	Guatemala	between	
a	motorcycle	and	a	Company	truck	on	the	evening	of	March	
23,	2016.	This	occurred	after	the	Company	added	road	lighting	
and flashing caution lights to the area where the accident oc-
curred.	The	motorcyclist	was	driving	without	lights	or	a	li	cense,	
and	neither	 the	driver	 nor	 passenger	 of	 the	motorcycle	was	
wearing	a	helmet.	As	a	result,	the	Court	found	that	MSR’s	driver	
was	not	at	fault.	Following	the	accident,	Tahoe	provided	assis-
tance	for	the	driver	and	passenger	of	the	motorcycle	and	their	
families.	We	petitioned	 the	Ministry	of	Public	Works	 for	 speed	
bumps	on	the	highway	to	further	improve	the	safety	at	this	in-
tersection, and have since received permission to install a traf-
fic	circle.

OH&S Performance

Shahuindo personnel wearing personal 
protective equipment.
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OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

We	know	that	every	accident	is	a	learning	experience	and	pro-
vides	 the	 opportunity	 for	 improvement.	 As	 such,	 we	 regularly	
monitor	 and	 measure	 health	 and	 safety	 performance	 at	 indi-
vidual	 sites	and	utilize	preventative	and	proactive	measures	 to	
protect	 the	health	of	our	employees.	 For	example,	we	monitor	
the	levels	of	cyanide,	lead,	diesel	particulate	matter	and	silica	to	
minimize	exposure	to	these	health	hazards.	We	also	perform	reg-
ular	employee	health	 screenings,	monitor	air	quality	and	noise,	
and reassign pregnant and nursing women from work environ-
ments	at	MSR	where	exposure	 to	 lead	concentrate	 is	 possible.	
Tahoe provides health care services such as diagnostic testing, 
physical	exams	and	preventative	and	urgent	care	at	the	on-site	
medical	clinics	in	Guatemala	and	Perú,	and	first	aid	room	in	Can-
ada.	Tahoe’s	employees	and	workers	are	not	exposed	to	occu-
pation-related	diseases.	Tahoe	operates	in	regions	with	a	low	inci-
dence	of	HIV/AIDS	and,	as	such,	the	Company	has	not	instituted	
a	formal	HIV/AIDS	program.

Tahoe	has	established	company-wide	metrics	to	monitor	adher-
ence	to	safety	goals,	and	we	closely	monitor	the	all	occurence	
incident	rate	(AOIR)	at	each	subsidiary	and	across	operations.	In-
cident reports are used to monitor and evaluate health and safe-
ty	occurrences	and	highlight	training	needs	based	on	frequency	
and	type	of	injuries.	Each	site	sets	leading	indicators	that	include	

performance	targets	 for	 training	hours,	 injury	type	and	frequen-
cy	 rate,	 and	 conducts	 near-miss	 investigations	 and	workplace	
inspections.	

We	conduct	formal	health	and	safety	reviews	at	each	of	our	op-
erations	on	an	as-needed,	monthly,	and	quarterly	basis.	 Tahoe	
also	performs	external	health	and	safety	audits,	the	most	recent	
of	which	was	completed	at	MSR	in	the	first	quarter	of	2016.	Tahoe	
recently	hired	a	highly	experienced	OH&S	Director	 in	Canada,	
whose	 responsibilities	 will	 mostly	 likely	 expand	 on	 a	 corporate	
wide	basis	by	the	end	of	2017.	

1.	Frequency	rates	in	all	safety	data	are	for	200,000	hours	worked	and	represent	data	for	both	employees	and	contractors.	
2.	Absentee	Rate	does	not	include	work-related	injury	rates,	nor	contactor	absentee	rates.	Annual	information	for	Tahoe	Perú	absentee	rate	is	not	retained	due	to	the	inconsequential	levels	

of	absenteeism.
3.	Medical	Injuries	are	defined	as	injuries	requiring	the	attention	of	trained	medical	personnel	before	returning	to	work	without	restriction.	
4.	Lost	Time	Injuries	are	defined	as	injuries	that	prevent	a	person	from	reporting	to	work	in	any	capacity;	time	away	from	work	to	seek	medical	assistance	does	not	count	as	lost	time.
5.	Restricted	Work	Injuries	are	defined	as	injuries	that	prevent	an	employee	or	contractor	from	performing	at	least	some	of	the	normally	assigned	duties	for	their	job	classification.

2016 SAFETY PERFORMANCE STATISTICS1

MINE ABSENTEE 
RATE2

OCCUPATIONAL 
DISEASE RATE

MEDICAL 
INJURIES3

LOST TIME 
INJURIES4

RESTRICTED 
WORK INJURIES5

LOST 
DAYS

ALL 
OCCURRENCES 
INCIDENT RATE

MSR 3.32 0 4 10 7 411 0.93

Tahoe Canada 3.66 0 11 3 23 10 3.41

Tahoe Perú N/A2 0 1 9 0 369 0.22

MONITORING SAFETY

1.	 Safety	results	do	not	include	Tahoe	Perú	and	Tahoe	Canada	prior	to	acquisition	of	Rio	Alto	
and	Lake	Shore	Gold.

FATALITY RATE1

2013  1 contractor 

2014  0 

2015 1	employee 

2016  0
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OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

A	strong	culture	of	health	and	safety	leads	to	efficient	and	suc-
cessful	 operations,	 benefitting	 employees,	 communities	 and	
shareholders	alike.	 The	health	and	 safety	of	 Tahoe’s	workers	 is	
as paramount to operations as it is to local communities, where 
many	 of	 our	 employees	 are	 community	 members,	 neighbors	
and	 leaders.	 As	 employees	 bring	 safe	 and	 healthy	 practices	
into	their	personal	lives,	they	create	stronger,	safer	and	healthier	
communities.	Creating	 the	 right	 safety	culture	 requires	a	com-
mitment	from	every	employee	throughout	the	organization.	

Tahoe	is	constantly	striving	to	improve	and	expand	its	initiatives	
and	 employee	 education	 and	 training	 programs	 to	 create	
and	build	a	culture	of	health	and	safety,	promote	hazard	and	
risk	awareness,	and	emphasize	strict	adherence	to	health	and	
safety	policies	and	procedures.	We	conduct	mandatory	 safe-
ty	trainings	at	all	of	our	sites,	 including	daily	safety	talks,	week-
ly	management	 reviews,	monthly	 and	annual	 safety	 trainings,	
task-specific	 training,	hazardous	materials	 training,	and	a	 thor-
ough	 on-boarding	 process.	 	 Employee	 incentives,	 giveaways,	
motivational speakers, and communication campaigns help 
promote	safety	at	each	of	our	sites.	

Following	 two	 serious	 safety	 incidents	at	MSR	 in	 2015,	we	 took	
immediate	measures	 to	enhance	our	safety	culture	across	 the	
Company	including	improved	procedures,	additional	reporting	
measures	and	upgraded	safety	training.	MSR	performed	tempo-
rary	“safety	stand	downs”	shortly	following	the	two	incidents	to	
emphasize	the	level	of	urgency	and	high	importance	of	health	
and	 safety	 to	 the	 Company.	 During	 the	 “stand	 downs,”	 MSR	
stopped all production, shutting down its entire operation to 

provide	safety-specific	training	and	discuss	the	ripple	effect	and	
consequences	of	performing	even	one	unsafe	act.	As	a	result	of	
these	efforts,	MSR	saw	a	measurable	decrease	in	overall	injuries	
by	 the	 third	quarter	of	2016,	as	well	as	an	 increase	 in	 incident	
reporting.

Recognizing	the	rise	in	hand-related	injuries	at	its	Perú	and	Gua-
temala	 operations,	 Tahoe	 implemented	 a	 hand	 safety	 and	
hazard	program	to	raise	awareness	and	alert	employees	to	the	
importance of performing all tasks in a careful, mindful and de-
liberate	manner.	The	program	resulted	in	a	significant	decrease	
in	 hand-related	 injuries	by	 the	 4th	quarter	of	 2016	 (more	 than	
75%)	in	both	Perú	and	Guatemala,	and	helped	strengthen	the	
overall	safety	culture.	

CREATING A SAFETY CULTURE

	 In	2016	Tahoe	Canada	(Lake	Shore	Gold	Corp.)	received	a	
Workplace Safety North WORKPLACE EXCELLENCE AWARD 
in	recognition	of	its	strong	safety	performance	over	multiple	
years	and	ongoing	commitment	to	continuous	improvement	
in	occupational,	health	and	safety.		

Poster developed as part of Shahuindo’s security 
campaign focused on hand safety.
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OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

Tahoe	has	health	and	safety	committees	at	all	sites	
made up of management and non-management 
representatives from each department focused on 
improving	safety	practices.	While	there	 is	a	union	
recognized	by	 the	Ministry	of	 Labor	at	 La	Arena,	
there	are	no	formal	health	and	safety	agreements	
between	the	parties.	Employees	are	encouraged	
to	report	any	OH&S	issue	through	Tú Cuentas, the 
supervisory	chain	of	command,	or	directly	to	safety	
professionals	at	each	site.	We	also	make	an	exter-
nal	community	contact	number	available	in	each	
jurisdiction	for	stakeholders	to	report	concerns.

Tahoe’s contractors and suppliers are held to the 
same	 high	 standards	 of	 health	 and	 safety	 as	 its	
employees.	In	Guatemala,	Tahoe	is	working	direct-
ly	with	its	contractors	to	provide	training	on	indus-
trial	 safety	 standards.	For	example,	MSR	performs	
monthly	equipment	inspections	for	the	local	truck-
ing	association	and	provides	 training	as	needed.	
MSR’s commitment of time and resources to assist 
its	contractors	in	meeting	safety	standards	ensures	
the	health	and	safety	of	contractors,	employees,	
and	local	communities.

MSR personnel checking his safety 
equipment.

MSR – CREATING A SAFETY CULTURE

Management created the 10 Nuncas (“10 Nevers”) and 7 Silver Rules to further 
promote the safety culture at MSR. These important messages were reinforced 
through campaigns, giveaways, incentives, signage, training and a formal policy.

MSR’S 7 SILVER RULES

1.	 I	observe	everything

2.	 I	question	everything

3. I love fresh air

4. Beware of heights

5.	 I	am	my	own	guardian	angel

6.	 Take	care	with	fire	and	explosives

7. I lock-out and tag-out with a 
label	and	verify	it’s	correct	

MSR’S SAFETY 10 NUNCAS

1.  NEVER come to work under the 
influence	of	alcohol	or	drugs.	

2.  NEVER perform cleaning or 
maintenance work, without 
locking-out / tagging-out 
(labeling).	

3.  NEVER work at heights without a 
harness	and	lifeline.	

4.  NEVER perform work at heights 
from	a	scoop	or	loader.	

5.  NEVER enter an area without 
your	PPE	(personal	protective	
equipment).		

6. 	 NEVER	remove	safety	devices	on	
equipment.	

7. 	 NEVER	enter	an	unauthorized	
area	without	permission.	

8.  NEVER touch another miner’s tag 
ID	on	the	brass	board.	

9. 	 NEVER	wear	(use)	jewelry	and/or	
rings.		

10. NEVER harass, bother or abuse 
any	employee.
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Local forest firefighters and rescuers participate in a 
competition near MSR’s Escobal mine organized by INAB, 
the Guatemalan Forestry Agency.

Tahoe’s	 first	 priority	 is	 to	 avoid	 safety	 hazards	 through	 proac-
tive	measures	 including	employee	 training,	 regular	equipment	
maintenance,	 and	adequate	 personal	 protective	 equipment.	
Tahoe’s underground mines are designed and built using in-
dustry	 accepted	 good	 practices	 for	 ventilation,	 geotechnical	
design	and	on-going	monitoring.	However,	 in	 the	event	of	an	
emergency,	 Tahoe	 is	prepared	with	emergency	 response	and	
crisis management plans at each operation covering a wide 
variety	of	emergency	scenarios.	The	Corporate	Crisis	Manage-
ment	Committee,	 including	Tahoe’s	Security	Director,	oversees	
the crisis management plans and works with management and 
local	personnel	to	identify	potential	risks	requiring	emergency	re-
sponse and develop crisis management plans for the identified 
risks.	The	primary	goal	of	Tahoe’s	crisis	management	approach	is	
to	control	the	incident	before	it	becomes	a	crisis.	Each	site	also	
has	a	well-trained	emergency	response	team	in	place.	

In the event of an under-
ground evacuation, em-
ployees	have	been	trained	
on	a	variety	of	mine	evac-
uation scenarios and can 
rely	on	two	viable	escapes	
from all working levels in 
the	 mine.	 Fully	 equipped	
mine refuge chambers are 
also	available.	In	addition,	
all underground miners are 
equipped	 with	 self-rescu-
ers,	which	are	not	required	
in	 many	 jurisdictions	 but	
considered a good prac-
tice	by	Tahoe.	In	the	event	
of a fire, Tahoe’s mobile 

equipment	 is	 equipped	 for	 fire	 suppression,	 and	 emergency	
response	 teams	 are	 prepared	with	 foam	generation	 tools.	 Al-
though	 special	 skill	 is	 required	 for	 certain	 risk	prevention	mea-
sures,	Tahoe	teaches	all	of	its	employees	to	properly	assess	work-
ing	conditions	for	potential	hazards.	

Emergency	Preparedness	guidelines	are	prepared	at	each	op-
eration:

	 MSR’s	 Emergency	 Master	 Plan	 and	 contingency	 plans	 are	
drawn	 up	 by	mine	 rescue	 personnel,	 reviewed	 by	 depart-
ment	managers	and	then	approved	by	MSR’s	general	man-
ager.	Simulations	are	carried	out	to	measure	the	capacity	to	
respond	to	emergency	events.	MSR	also	has	 the	support	of	
CONRED, The National Coordination for Disaster Reduction of 
Guatemala,	when	a	loss	is	beyond	its	control.

	 Tahoe	 Canada	 is	 subject	 to	 the	 Federal	 Emergency	 Man-
agement	Act	and	follows	the	regulated	emergency	response	
guidance from Municipal, Regional, Provincial and Federal 
Levels.	Their	plans	are	vetted	by	community	emergency	re-
sponse	teams	(fire,	police	and	city	authorities).	Canada	has	a	
trucking-specific crisis management plan, and holds general 
community	consultations	and	public	meetings.	

	 Tahoe	Perú	has	Emergency	Plans	 in	place	at	La	Arena	and	
Shahuindo	 that	align	and	comply	with	 the	Peruvian	Safety,	
Occupational,	 Health	 and	 Environment	 Act.	 Highly	 trained	
brigadistas	are	prepared	to	address	emergency	events	that	
could	affect	the	health	and	safety	of	employees,	contractors	
and	visitors.	Emergency	Plans	are	reviewed	and	updated	on	
an	annual	basis	or	when	necessitated	by	changes	in	law.	

Emergency	contact	numbers	are	accessible	to	stakeholders	for	
each	of	Tahoe’s	operations.	

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS AND ACCIDENT PREVENTION
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Water is as important to the local areas 
where	we	operate	as	it	is	to	our	operations.	
Our goal to protect existing water sourc-

es	is	achieved	by	conserving	and	recycling	water	
used in the mining process and through extensive 
water management and treatment programs and 
strategies.	These	efforts	safeguard	against	adverse	
impacts	on	water	quantity	and	quality	in	our	local	
communities.	

Each	operations	team	has	ultimate	responsibility	
for the management, conservation and protec-
tion	of	water	resources	at	the	respective	sites.	Cor-

porate initiatives and policies support these efforts, as does the 
Board’s	HSEC	Committee.	 Tahoe’s	 Environmental	 Policy	 serves	
as a fundamental governance framework for the protection of 
water	resources.	The	Environmental	Policy	requires	the	following:

Water Management

Aerial view of the tailings facility at 
Bell Creek mine & mill.  

	 Meeting	 or	 exceeding	 the	 standards	 set	 by	
the applicable environmental laws and regula-
tions in the countries in which we operate;

	 Exploring, designing, constructing, operating 
and	reclaiming	mining	operations	by	utilizing	ef-
fective	and	proven	practices	 that	minimize	ad-
verse environmental impacts;

	 Educating	employees	regarding	environmental	matters	and	pro-
moting	employee	participation	 in	minimizing	environmental	 im-
pacts;

	 Proactively	and	diligently	addressing	the	reasonable	concerns	of	
our stakeholders;

	 Conducting regular reviews and reporting findings to manage-
ment and the Board of Directors to ensure compliance with this 
Policy;

	 Prominently	displaying	and	promoting	this	Policy	to	our	employ-
ees	and	contractors	and	disclosing	it	to	all	of	our	stakeholders.

The	Policy	is	approved	at	the	highest	level	of	Tahoe’s	management	
and	reviewed	and	ratified	by	the	HSEC	Committee.	The	Policy	is	avail-
able	on	the	Company’s	website	at	www.tahoeresources.com.

Tahoe’s environmental compliance and reporting is based on regular 
environmental	 reviews	and	 regulatory	and	permitting	 requirements	
within	each	jurisdiction.	Tahoe’s	environmental	teams	work	collabo-
ratively	with	regulators,	employees,	community	members	and	other	
stakeholders	 to	 minimize	 operational	 impact	 to	 water	 quality	 and	
quantity	and	improve	water	supply	storage	and	distribution.	

In	2017,	Tahoe’s	Director	of	Environmental	Affairs	will	work	with	the	op-
erations	to	develop	a	company-wide	water	management	strategy.	
Currently,	Tahoe	Canada’s	water	management	is	part	of	its	environ-
mental	management	system.	MSR	and	Tahoe	Perú	are	in	the	process	
of	following	suit	by	developing	water	management	strategies	in	2017	
with	established	goals,	targets	and	KPIs	for	implementation	in	2018.
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WATER SOURCES AND RECYCLING

Tahoe uses groundwater and surface water for mining and 
milling,	or	heap	leach	processes	at	our	various	operations.	We	
design	our	mine	operations	 to	minimize	 fresh	water	use	and	
maximize	 water	 reuse	 through	 use	 of	 rainwater	 catchment	
and	storage	ponds,	mine	dewatering	processes	and	recycled	
process	water.	Recycling	water	from	tailings,	the	material	re-
maining	once	minerals	are	extracted,	also	maximizes	water	
reuse.	To	offset	additional	water	demand,	our	operations	col-
lect the rainwater that comes into contact with our mining 
operations,	 known	 as	 contact	water.	 Excess	 contact	water	
that is not used in the operations is sampled and treated, if 
necessary,	prior	to	discharge	to	the	environment.			

Each of our operations addresses water management a little 
differently	depending	on	site	specific	needs	as	well	as	 local	
conditions.	For	example,	 the	design	and	operation	of	MSR’s	
dry	 stack	 tailings	 requires	 no	 additional	 water	 consumption	
and eliminates the potential for surface and ground water 
contamination.	In	Perú,	freshwater	is	limited	due	to	the	climat-
ic	conditions	of	the	area.	Therefore,	water	conservation	mea-
sures	 are	 essential	 to	 daily	 operations	 and	 include	 ground-
water wells, construction and operation of contact and 
non-contact	water	 streams,	as	well	as	 recycling	or	 reuse	of	
mine	process	water.	To	minimize	contact	water,	all	of	our	op-
erations incorporate water strategies such as diversions and 
impoundments.	Our	operations	in	Perú	employ	rain	collection	
covers over the heap leach facilities to capture rainwater and 
minimize	evaporation.

At Tahoe Canada and MSR, water must be removed from 
underground	mines	for	mining	to	occur	efficiently	and	safely.	
If	not	managed	properly,	mine	dewatering	has	the	potential	
to drawdown the water table, impacting water sources of 
surrounding	 communities.	 To	mitigate	 impacts,	mine	 dewa-
tering	plans	have	been	developed	by	third-party	hydrogeo-
logical engineering consultants for our underground opera-
tions.	 These	plans	were	approved	during	 the	environmental	
permitting process and are based on extensive studies which 
include	hydrologic	modeling	that	predict	drawdown	rates	to	
determine	the	amount	of	water	that	can	safely	be	extracted	
without	impacting	other	users.		

(CLOCKWISE TOP):  MSR’s environment team performing 
water monitoring activities.

(RIGHT):  Community children near Shahuindo 
collecting water at a new water tank provided as 
part of the Agua Para Todos program.

(LEFT):  Local staff cultivating crops at the garden 
located within the Shahuindo camp.
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MONITORING WATER QUALITY

2016 TOTAL VOLUME OF WATER WITHDRAWN AND COLLECTED (M3)
MSR TAHOE CANADA TAHOE PERÚ

Groundwater withdrawn 1,040,575 1,092,840 129,004

Surface water withdrawn 0 8,288 0

Rainwater collected 0 444,790 357,009

2016 TOTAL VOLUME OF WATER RECYCLED AND REUSED (M3)
MSR TAHOE CANADA TAHOE PERÚ

Water recycled & reused 925,117 1,774,145 426,953

ENVIRONMENT

Each	operation	implements	site-specific	water	quality	
monitoring processes to meet water conservation and 
quality	objectives.	We	routinely	sample	streams,	rivers,	
springs and wells within mining areas and surrounding 
regions	to	test	for	organic	hydrocarbons	and	dissolved	
metals	as	well	as	pH,	electrical	conductivity,	dissolved	
oxygen,	temperature,	and	dissolved	solids.	

Tahoe has begun implementation of EQwin, a com-
pany-wide	water	 quality	 and	management	 data-
base	 for	 real	 time	 analysis	 and	 monitoring,	 which	
will enable us to present graphical data on water 
quality	monitoring	in	future	reports.	EQwin	is	a	well-
known multi-purpose database used to collect and 
document	 field	 samples,	 analyze	and	 report	data	
collected from environmental monitoring programs, 
ensure compliance with government regulations 
and operating permits, and maintain accurate, ac-
cessible	and	fully	documented	long-term	sampling	
records.	 The	 program	 is	 currently	 in	 use	 at	 Tahoe	

Canada, and MSR is in the process of implementing 
the	system	 in	Guatemala.	EQwin	will	be	presented	
to	Tahoe	Perú’s	environmental	department	 in	2017	
for	implementation	in	early	2018.

The	Board’s	HSEC	Committee	reviews	Tahoe’s	envi-
ronmental	performance	on	a	quarterly	basis.	Tahoe	
has commenced a Board-mandated internal en-
vironmental audit process at all operations, which 
was designed and introduced to the environmental 
management teams in Q4 2016 with full implemen-
tation	expected	in	2017.	The	objectives	of	the	audit	
process	 are	 (1)	 to	 monitor	 environmental	 compli-
ance,	(2)	identify	and	develop	plans	to	address	ma-
terial	 environmental	 challenges,	 (3)	 highlight	 posi-
tive	environmental	practices	that	may	be	utilized	at	
other	options,	and	(4)	promote	continuous	improve-
ment.	The	VP	Technical	Services	and	Director	of	En-
vironmental	Affairs	oversees	the	program.	

Performing tests on water samples at 
the lab at MSR’s mill. 
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Tahoe is dedicated to the highest standards of environmental stewardship and responsible man-
agement	of	 effluents	and	waste	generated	 from	our	operations.	We	align	our	policies	and	
practices with international guidelines, and meet or exceed local government regulations in 

every	 jurisdiction.	 These	 efforts	 demonstrate	 Tahoe’s	 commitment	 to	minimize	 long-term	 impact	
through	 responsible	 environmental	 management.	 The	 byproducts	 generated	 at	 our	 operations	
consist	primarily	of	waste	rock,	tailings,	and	mine	process	effluents.	However,	the	type	and	amount	
of waste varies depending on site-specific conditions such as the material being mined, process 
technology,	and	local	geology.	

We manage our waste through coordinated efforts across all of Tahoe’s opera-
tions.	Our	environmental	staff	works	closely	with	mining	and	processing	depart-
ments	to	monitor	compliance,	with	oversight	provided	by	senior	management	at	
each	operation.	Tahoe’s	environmental	activities	and	performance	are	reported	
to	the	Sustainability	Committee	and	the	Board’s	HSEC	Committee	on	a	quarterly	
basis.	 The	HSEC	Committee	also	provides	guidance,	 support	and	oversight	 re-
garding	waste	management	during	quarterly	operational	reviews	and	periodic	
site	visits.		

We	strive	for	zero	environmental	incidents	and	full	compliance	with	environmen-
tal	laws	and	regulations	in	every	jurisdiction.	We	hold	our	suppliers	and	vendors	
to	the	same	high	standards	of	responsible	waste	management	by	which	Tahoe	
operates through contractual obligations, inspections and monitoring to ensure 
that	they	have	proper	equipment,	training	and	emergency	measures	in	place.

We	dedicate	a	significant	amount	of	resources	to	minimize	waste	production	and	
eliminate impacts to air, water and soil resulting from waste storage, including: 

	 Dry	Stack	Tailings	at	Escobal

	 International	Cyanide	Code	Management	Certification	at	La	Arena

	 “Mining	for	closure”	concept	at	all	operations	(further	details	on	page	51)

	 Concurrent reclamation activities at all operations

	 Company-wide	adherence	to	appropriate	international	standards	

In	addition,	 Tahoe	Canada	has	a	 formal	 Environmental	Management	 System	
(EMS)	in	place	which	will	be	used	as	a	template	for	our	other	operations	with	full	
implementation	expected	in	2018.

Waste Management

Trucks at the La Arena operations.
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WASTE ROCK

The volume of waste rock material at our operations varies 
depending	on	the	type	of	mining.	For	example,	 in	under-
ground mines, such as Timmins West, Bell Creek and Esco-
bal,	only	a	small	volume	of	waste	rock	has	to	be	removed	
in	 order	 to	 gain	 access	 to	 ore	 deposits.	 In	 contrast,	 the	
Shahuindo	and	La	Arena	open	pit	mines	in	Perú	generate	
significantly	more	waste	rock	because	the	overburden	ma-
terial	must	be	removed	to	access	the	valuable	ore	below.		

At Timmins West, Bell Creek and Escobal, benign waste is 
used	as	cover	material	for	reclamation	projects	or	returned	
underground	 to	 support	 stope	walls	after	mining.	 In	Perú,	
the	majority	of	waste	rock	is	transported	and	managed	in	
waste rock storage areas with a portion included in the rec-
lamation	process.	Some	waste	rock	is	not	benign	or	has	the	
potential	to	generate	Acid	Rock	Drainage	(ARD),	the	out-
flow	of	naturally	occurring	acidic	water	from	mined	rocks	
typically	found	in	sulfide	ore	bodies.	Waste	rock	is	continual-
ly	tested	for	ARD	potential	during	operations.	Where	it	exists,	
potential ARD material and non-benign waste is placed in 
an	engineered	containment	or	fully	encapsulated	with	be-
nign	waste	material.

Tahoe’s	waste	management	process	is	addressed	early	on	
during the mine planning and permitting phase and is con-
tinually	evaluated	over	the	life	of	the	operations.	The	mine	
plan	 is	 required	 to	 be	 approved	 by	 regulatory	 agencies	
prior to the initiation of operations, and includes extensive 
geochemical studies conducted on waste and ore mate-
rial.	 Prior	 to	 receiving	approval	or	beginning	construction	
of	any	mine	site,	the	Company	undertakes	a	rigorous	de-
sign	and	environmental	review	process	utilizing	professional	
consultants,	 regulatory	experts,	and	 independent	 inspec-
tors.	Extensive	baseline	studies	and	hydrologic	and	mete-
orological modeling to mitigate negative impacts on local 
stakeholders, including careful planning of the placement 
of waste rock and tailings material taking into account the 
proximity	of	waste	dumps,	tailing	facilities	and	heap	leach	
pads to water courses, neighboring land users, regional 
and	local	communities	and	other	stakeholders.	

2016 TOTAL AMOUNT OF MINING WASTE (000’S TONNES)
MSR TAHOE CANADA TAHOE PERÚ

Overburden/waste rock 357 1,320 36,010

Tails 798 1,300 N/A

2016 WEIGHT OF HAZARDOUS WASTE (TONNES)
MSR TAHOE CANADA TAHOE PERÚ

Reuse 117 N/A N/A

Recycle 11 111 2,441

Incineration 270 N/A N/A

Landfill N/A 0.3 191

On-site Storage N/A 7 N/A

1.	Weight	of	transported,	 imported,	exported,	recycled,	disposed	or	 incinerated	waste	deemed	hazardous	under	the	
terms	of	the	Basel	Convention	Annex	I,	II,	III,	and	VIII.

2016 WEIGHT OF HAZARDOUS WASTE TRANSPORTED1 (TONNES)
MSR TAHOE CANADA TAHOE PERÚ

Transported 9 119 589

Imported 0 0 0

Exported 0 0 0

Recycled 7 119 50

Placed in Secure Landfill 0 0 539

Incinerated 2 0 0

2016 WEIGHT OF NON-HAZARDOUS WASTE (TONNES)
MSR TAHOE CANADA TAHOE PERÚ

Reuse 152 N/A N/A

Recycling 1,196 597 528

Composting N/A N/A 163

Landfill 352 550 604
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TAILINGS

At Tahoe’s Escobal operation, tailings material is filtered to ap-
proximately	16%	to	18%	moisture	and	returned	underground	to	
be used as backfill, or placed and compacted in an engineered 
dry	 stack	 tailings	 facility.	Unlike	conventional	 tailings	 impound-
ments	which	 require	a	 large	amount	of	 surface	area	and	wa-
ter,	 dry	 stack	 facilities	 require	 a	 smaller	 footprint,	 have	 better	
long-term	structural	integrity,	maximize	water	conservation,	and	
minimize	the	potential	for	long-term	impacts.	The	environmental	
benefits	of	dry	stack	tailings	far	outweigh	the	increased	operat-
ing	cost	 relative	 to	 traditional	 tailings	ponds.	 For	example,	 the	
design	and	operation	of	 the	dry	 stack	 tailings	 facility	at	 Esco-
bal reduces water consumption, limits seepage and reduces 
risk	 for	 slope	failure	or	 flow.	We	construct	and	operate	the	dry	

stack	to	allow	for	concurrent	reclamation	as	the	facility	is	built	up	
over	the	life	of	the	mine	in	order	to	facilitate	an	environmentally	
sound	and	simplified	closure	process	at	the	end	of	the	mine	life.	
While	extensive	geochemical	analyses	demonstrate	the	tailings	
at	Escobal	are	not	amenable	to	ARD	generation,	the	Company	
routinely	tests	the	tailings	for	ARD	potential	prior	to	placing	the	
material	in	the	dry	stack	facility.	

Tahoe	Canada’s	Bell	Creek	tailings	facility,	which	stores	tailings	
from ore that is processed from both the Bell Creek and Timmins 
West	mines,	covers	an	area	of	approximately	147	hectares,	and	
includes three tailings cells, two clear water ponds, an effluent 
treatment plant and sludge settling pond, and north and south 
diversion	ditches.	 Tailings	are	pumped	 in	a	conventional	 slurry	
stream	(40%	to	45%	solids)	from	the	mill	to	the	tailings	facility	for	
deposition.	The	closeout	rehabilitation	at	the	conclusion	of	the	
mine life will include grading and covering of all rock embank-
ments	and	tailings	with	topsoil,	followed	by	revegetation	of	na-
tive	grasses	and	post-closure	monitoring.

All	 tailings	 processes	 are	 continuously	monitored	and	meet	 or	
exceed	North	American	standards.

NON-PROCESSING WASTE MANAGEMENT 

In addition to waste associated with mining and processing 
activities, Tahoe also produces non-mineral waste including 
domestic	(human	generated,	food	stuffs,	sewage,	etc.)	and	in-
dustrial	(wood,	and	scrap	metal)	wastes.	Our	hazardous	wastes	
(spent	tires	and	used	oils)	are	managed	by	 licensed	operators	
and	sent	to	licensed	disposal	facilities.	Tahoe	operations	recycle	
and	 reuse	 these	wastes	when	possible.	Our	Environmental	de-
partments at each site are responsible for training other depart-
ments	and	providing	the	necessary	guidance	and	materials	for	
proper	waste	management.	 In	2016,	 there	were	no	 significant	
spills	reported	at	any	of	our	operations.

La Arena’s sustainability team delivers a community workshop 
on solid waste management.
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Tahoe’s	effluent	management	programs	commit	the	Company	
to	minimize	impacts	on	fresh	water	sources,	manage	and	reduce	
all	effluents,	and	recycle	100%	of	our	process	water.	Environmen-
tal and social management departments at each operation 
work	 together	 to	minimize	or	eliminate	comingling	of	non-con-
tact	water	(freshwater)	and	contact	water,	such	as	storm	water	
containing suspended solids resulting from rain that has come 
into	contact	with	 the	 industrial	 sites.	 Tahoe	 is	 in	 the	process	of	
reviewing	 these	 programs	 to	 ensure	 that	 they	 are	 consistent	
throughout	all	of	our	operations.

All	water	discharged	from	our	operations	is	analyzed	by	mine	en-
vironmental	personnel	 for	pH,	electrical	conductivity,	dissolved	
oxygen,	temperature	and	dissolved	solids	and	by	certified	inde-
pendent	 laboratories	 for	hydrocarbons,	heavy	metals,	coliform	
bacteria,	and	a	host	of	other	physiochemical	parameters.	 The	
results	are	submitted	to	the	appropriate	regulatory	agencies	and	
made	publicly	available	 through	 the	 respective	 regulatory	au-

thority.	Certain	regulatory	agencies	also	conduct	 independent	
sampling	and	analysis	on	a	regular	basis,	sometimes	in	conjunc-
tion	with	community	members	or	other	stakeholders.	

At Escobal, water pumped from underground is treated for sus-
pended	solids	prior	to	discharge	to	the	environment.	Storm	water	
(contact	water)	is	sampled	prior	to	managed	releases	to	ensure	
that	 it	meets	or	exceeds	designated	water	quality	standards.	 If	
the water does not meet discharge standards, it is returned to 
the	process	 stream	or	pond	 system	 for	 treatment.	At	all	of	our	
operations,	 clean	water	 (non-contact	water)	 is	 captured	 and	
diverted	from	the	sites	prior	 to	discharge	 into	the	environment.	
We	closely	monitor	water	discharged	to	freshwater	streams	and	
lakes	to	ensure	that	the	quality	standards	of	the	receiving	waters	
are	met.	Our	Shahuindo	mine	in	Perú	is	a	zero	discharge	facility.	
The	only	water	discharged	from	Shahuindo	is	contact	water	that	
is	collected	and	discharged	once	the	sediments	settle	out.

2016 TOTAL WATER DISCHARGE TO SURFACE WATER (M3)
MSR TAHOE CANADA TAHOE PERÚ

258,652 1,087,365 29,959

Aerial view of Timmins landscape; rich in 
lakes, rivers, streams and forests.
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Environmental	impacts	are	inherent	to	all	mining	projects	and	can	in-
clude erosion of soils, fresh water use, increased dust and particle 
pollution,	disturbance	of	animal	habitats	or	loss	of	biodiversity.	To	pre-

vent and mitigate these impacts and preserve natural resources, all of 
Tahoe’s operations adhere to detailed reclamation and closure plans to 
minimize	long-term	impacts	and	site-specific	environmental	plans	which	
include	measures	to	protect	the	biodiversity	and	habitats	within	the	wa-
tersheds	where	we	operate.		

BIODIVERSITY

Effective	biodiversity	management	and	protection	 is	a	 fundamental	as-
pect	of	Tahoe’s	environmental	strategy	and	key	to	minimizing	impact	to	
the	areas	surrounding	our	operations.	Biodiversity	priority	areas	are	 iden-
tified during the environmental impact review and permitting process for 
“new	projects”	or	“operations	expansion.”	Although	none	of	Tahoe’s	op-
erations	are	in	protected	or	high-biodiversity	value	areas,	each	of	Tahoe’s	
operations	comply	with	extensive	biodiversity	commitments	as	laid	out	by	
regulators, communities and stakeholders during environmental impact 
analysis.	 These	 include	mitigation	and	management	plans	 for	alteration	
of	vegetation	cover,	 impact	 to	native	species	and	aquatic	habitats,	al-
teration and changes in patterns of abundance and distribution of fauna 
habitats,	and	impact	to	fragile	ecosystems	and	ecosystem	services.	Biolo-
gy	management	plans	also	take	into	consideration	Union	for	Conservation	
of	Nature	(IUCN)	red-listed	species.	

Stakeholder engagement is an important aspect of assessing environ-
mental	 impact.	Our	biodiversity	assessments	and	initiatives	are	executed	
in	concert	with	community	outreach	programs	and	through	consultation	
with	 local	 stakeholders,	 including	government,	NGOs,	community	mem-
bers, regional professionals, and experts from local and national universi-
ties	and	institutes	of	higher	education.	For	example,	with	the	help	of	local	
stakeholders, MSR has revegetated and reforested 120 hectares, which 
amounts to more lands in the area surrounding the mine than has been 
disturbed	by	its	operations.

Pursuant	to	regulatory	reporting	requirements,	Tahoe	provides	reports	on	its	
biodiversity	programs	and	impacts	on	a	monthly,	quarterly	and	annual	ba-
sis, the progress of which is verified through periodic and regular inspections 
by	regulatory	authorities	and	community	leaders.	Tahoe’s	environmental	
team	also	provides	quarterly	reports	to	the	Board’s	HSEC	Committee.

(ABOVE):  Black bears are a big attraction and can be spotted 
in and about Timmins mine properties.  A healthy supply of 
blueberries in August prepares them for hibernation.

(BOTTOM):  Local flora and fauna on the MSR Escobal property.
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CLOSURE PLANNING 
Closure	planning	is	a	key	aspect	to	minimizing	long-term	environ-
mental	impacts	and	maximizing	long-term	benefits.	We	employ	a	
“mining	for	closure”	concept	at	all	operations,	incorporating	the	
long	term	final	closure	and	cost	requirements	into	the	design,	con-
struction,	and	operation	of	the	mine.	

Each of our operations has an extensive closure plan in place cov-
ering all facets of decommissioning, reclamation and post-closure 
monitoring with a commitment to rehabilitate and restore the 
area	once	the	mine	is	closed.	Our	reclamation	and	closure	plans	
include measures for managing surface disturbance, remediation 
of impacted areas, structure removal, earthwork, and seeding 
and	fertilizing,	with	consideration	of	community	needs	related	to	
all	closure	activities.	We	implement	best	practices	whenever	pos-
sible,	such	as	MSR’s	dry	stack	tailings	deposition	which	eliminates	
seepage and the potential for groundwater contamination, and 
is	designed	and	constructed	for	high	seismic	environments.	Where	
and when possible, concurrent reclamation and closure activities 
are	conducted	alongside	operations	to	increase	efficiency	of	the	
process	and	reduce	final	closure	costs.	

Cost	requirements	are	considered	early	on	to	ensure	that	the	clo-
sure	and	reclamation	plans	will	be	effective	and	financially	fea-
sible.	A	third	party	reclamation	cost	estimate	of	USD	$5.4million	is	
in	place	for	Guatemala.	In	Canada,	a	$7.5million	plan	has	been	
submitted	to	the	Ministry	of	Northern	Development	and	Mines	for	
Timmins	West	Complex	and	Bell	Creek	Facility.	In	Perú,	due	to	the	
size	of	the	La	Arena	and	Shahuindo	open	pit	heap	leach	mines,	
$65million	closure	plans	have	been	approved	for	both	by	the	Min-
istry	of	Energy	and	Mines.	The	time	required	for	final	reclamation	
and	closure	of	the	Company’s	operations	ranges	from	two	to	five	
years,	followed	by	five	to	seven	years	of	post-closure	monitoring.	

We review our closure plans and costs on an annual basis to en-
sure	they	meet	the	evolving	nature	of	the	operations	for	the	life	
of	the	mine.	Tahoe	accrues	funds	on	a	quarterly	basis	to	appro-
priately	cover	closure	and	reclamation	costs	at	each	mine.	This	
information	is	audited	by	a	third	party	and	is	available	in	the	quar-
terly	financial	statements	and	the	Management,	Discussion	and	
Analysis	 (MD&A)	available	on	 the	Company’s	website	at	www.
tahoeresources.com.

Land closure and rehabilitation, incident investigation and correc-
tive	action	plans	are	managed	by	the	Director	of	Environmental	Af-
fairs	with	oversight	by	the	Company’s	VP	Technical	Services.	Tahoe	
operations provide closure plan and costing updates to their re-
spective	regulatory	agencies	on	a	periodic	basis	or	as	changes	are	
made	to	mining	operations	that	affect	closure	planning.		

CURRENT LAND STATUS (HECTARES)
MSR TAHOE CANADA TAHOE PERÚ

Previous total land disturbed and not yet rehabilitated 95.5 382.8 326.2

Land newly disturbed – 2016 5.8 70 216.9

Land reclaimed – 2016 2.9 0 9.9

Total land disturbed and not yet reclaimed at end of 2016 98.4 452.8 531.2

A local resident participates in MSR’s 
coffee reforestation program. 
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Tahoe is committed to making positive sustainable economic impacts in the communities in 
which	we	operate.	Sustainable	and	successful	mining	operations	means	generating	economic	
value	through	1)	economic	rigor	and	financial	discipline;	2)	ethical	local	recruitment	and	local	

procurement	practices;	and	3)	prioritizing	economic	benefits	and	development	 for	neighboring	
communities.	

We	 responsibly	conduct	our	business	 in	alignment	with	 international	 standards,	and	consistently	
demonstrate	an	on-going	commitment	to	our	local	communities	through	employment,	skills	training,	
tax	and	royalty	payments	and	sustainability	programs.	Along	with	Tahoe’s	corporate	and	financial	
governance	principles	and	procedures,	our	CSR	Policy,	approved	by	the	HSEC	Committee	in	June	
2010, guides our conduct, engagement, and investment in the regions and communities where we 
operate.	The	status	of	community	development	and	social	investment	programs	is	reported	to	the	
Board’s	HSEC	Committee	on	a	quarterly	basis.	

A representative from the Guatemalan Ministry  
of Agriculture and local women participate in an 
MSR-supported activity for the Cultivating Good 
Water program.

Adding Value Everyday
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Tahoe	operates	in	a	diverse	range	of	jurisdictions	in	terms	of	development	needs.	Tahoe	Can-
ada’s	operations	are	situated	in	Timmins,	a	town	with	a	100+	year	history	of	mining.	In	Timmins,	
we	actively	support	the	mining-based	economy	by	developing	skilled	workers	and	providing	
employment	opportunities	for	the	area.	In	2016,	Tahoe	Canada	developed	a	donation	policy	
which	prioritizes	long	term	social	and	economic	value	of	company	sponsorships	to	the	Timmins	
community.

As	developing	countries,	Perú	and	Guatemala	have	a	number	of	social	challenges.	Within	
the	rural	jurisdictions	where	Tahoe	operates,	poverty,	malnutrition,	high	illiteracy	rates,	gen-
der-based	inequality,	and	lack	of	economic	drivers	all	factor	strongly	into	the	development	
priorities	of	our	local	communities.	Tahoe’s	presence	helps	strengthen	health	outcomes,	ed-
ucation levels, and socio-economic status in neighboring communities through communi-
ty-focused	programs,	 job	creation	and	 strengthening	 local	 small	 and	medium	enterprise	
(SME).	Programs	are	developed	in	close	cooperation	with	communities,	local	governments	
and	business	leaders.	As	a	result,	we	continue	to	enjoy	significant	community	and	govern-
ment	support	within	each	country	in	which	we	operate.

While	Tahoe’s	operations	bring	many	positive	social	impacts	and	economic	opportunities,	
they	also	have	the	potential	to	generate	negative	impacts.	As	such,	impact	management	
has	been	a	growing	topic	of	discussion	for	the	Sustainability	and	HSEC	Committees.	Within	
all	operations	we	consistently	monitor	noise,	dust,	health,	changes	to	pedestrian	and	transit	
routes	and	quality	of	life	in	surrounding	communities.	In	addition,	as	part	of	our	“mining	for	
closure”	approach,	we	start	early	to	plan	for	potential	social	impacts	that	can	occur	from	
job	loss	when	our	mines	eventually	close.	This	reality	drives	many	of	our	current	economic	
development	and	vocational	skills	training	programs.	

Tahoe	recognizes	that	social	programs	must	be	measured	and	evaluated	along	the	way	to	
ensure	maximum	impact.	In	2015,	we	first	 introduced	monitoring	and	evaluation	(M&E)	into	
Tahoe’s	sustainability	programs.	Several	existing	programs	in	partnership	with	other	develop-
ment	agencies,	such	as	Aprendamos	Juntas	at	MSR,	already	have	targets,	measurement	tools	
and	time	frames	for	execution.	In	2017	-	2018,	we	will	continue	to	develop	our	corporate	vision	
for	investing	in	social	impact	programs	and	align	it	with	our	business	strategy,	building	upon	
local	capacities.	Tahoe’s	Director	of	Sustainability	will	lead	the	coordinated	effort	across	our	
Canada,	Guatemala	and	Perú	teams	to	further	develop	strategic	social	investment	program-
ming	and	report	on	the	Company’s	progress	to	the	Sustainability	Committee.

Local children play a friendly game 
of tug-of-war during a Shahuindo-
organized Christmas celebration.
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Tahoe	continued	its	year	over	year	growth	in	2016	
with	 the	 third	 year	 of	 commercial	 production	
at our flagship Escobal mine in Guatemala and 

completion	of	the	April	2016	acquisition	of	Lake	Shore	
Gold	and	 its	 Timmins	mines	 in	Canada.	 In	May	2016,	
we commenced commercial production at our Sha-
huindo	mine	 in	Perú	which	brought	our	total	number	
of	mines	in	commercial	production	to	five.		

Beginning in 2016 and continuing through 2018, Tahoe 
plans to make significant investments into our mines to 
achieve sustainable long-term, profitable production 
levels.	This	includes	increased	exploration	efforts	at	our	
properties to grow mineral reserves and resources, an 
$80	million	 shaft	 project	 at	 Bell	 Creek	 (Canada),	 an	
$80	million	expansion	project	at	Shahuindo	(Perú),	and	
the	continued	advancement	of	the	La	Arena	II	project	
(Perú).	A	key	target	for	Tahoe	is	to	grow	gold	produc-
tion	to	over	a	half	million	ounces	per	year	in	2019	and	
to	over	550,000	ounces	in	2020.

Average	spot	gold	and	silver	prices	per	ounce	in	2016	were	$1,251	and	$17.14,	respectively,	rep-
resenting	increases	of	approximately	8%	and	9%,	respectively,	over	2015.	In	2016,	a	higher	metal	
price environment and an increase in the number of mines increased Tahoe’s gold and silver pro-
duction	and	related	revenue	and	operating	cash	flows.	

Tahoe	maintained	 its	 strong	 financial	position	and	 liquidity,	which	continued	 to	allow	us	 to	 re-
sponsibly	operate,	 invest	 in,	and	grow	our	mining	operations	while	focusing	on	long-term	value	
creation.	Our	December	31,	2016	cash	balance	of	$163	million	coupled	with	our	$150	million	un-
drawn	credit	facility	provides	sufficient	resources	to	address	changes	in	Tahoe’s	business	environ-
ment,	including	a	decrease	in	metal	prices	or	temporary	loss	of	production,	without	jeopardizing	
the	short-term	continuity	of	certain	social	and	economic	benefits	provided	to	our	stakeholders	
through	Tahoe’s	operational	presence.		

The	following	table	provides	a	summary	of	select	financial	and	operating	metrics	and	is	derived	
from	 Tahoe’s	 2016	 audited	 Financial	 Statements	 and	 Management’s	 Discussion	 and	 Analysis	
(MD&A).	Production and Operations performance measures include results from Tahoe’s mining 
properties.	Operating cash flows, Capital expenditures, and Financial position and liquidity in-
clude	consolidated	Company	amounts.

Financial Highlights

The ore dome at the Bell Creek mill holds 
ore from both the Bell Creek and Timmins 
West mines. 
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SCALE OF TAHOE - ANNUAL COMPARISON       
 
 MSR TAHOE CANADA(1) TAHOE PERÚ(2) 2016 2015(3) CHANGE 
Production stage mines  1   2   2   5   2   3  
       
Production (000’s ozs)       
Gold ounces produced   10.7    121.6    252.9    385.2		 		 185.8		 		 199.4		
Silver ounces produced   21,189    -      78    21,267    20,422    845  
       
Operations performance(4) (000’s $USD)       
Revenues $ 355,812  $ 137,120  $ 291,571  $ 784,503		 $	 519,721		 $	 264,782		
Operating costs       
     Production costs   128,552    63,822    140,347    332,721 	 		 241,661		 		 91,060		
					Royalties	   18,741    4,172    -      22,913		 		 13,240		 		 9,673		
     Depreciation and depletion   53,204    33,745    37,795    124,744 	 		 78,649		 	 	46,095		
Total operating costs   200,497    101,739    178,142    480,378    333,550    146,828  
Mine operating earnings $ 155,315  $ 35,381  $ 113,429  $ 304,125		 $	 186,171		 $	 117,954		
       
Operating cash flows(4) (000’s $USD)       $ 249,454 	 $	 166,744		 $	 82,710		
Capital expenditures(4) (000’s $USD)        $ 190,885 	 $	 121,953		 $	 68,932		
       
Financial position and liquidity (000’s $USD)       
Cash	and	cash	equivalents	 	 	      $ 163,368		 $	 108,667		 $	 54,701		
Revolving	credit	facility	borrowing	capacity(5)        $ 150,000 	 $	 150,000		 $	 -		
Working capital(6)        $ 209,006 	 $	 77,321		 $	 131,685		
Total indebtedness(7)        $ 50,946 	 $	 48,862		 $	 2,084		
Total assets       $ 3,071,253	 $	 2,002,461	 $	 1,068,792

(1)	 Operational	and	financial	information	in	Canada	began	on	April	1,	2016,	the	date	of	acquisition	of	Lake	Shore	Gold.	
(2)	 Commercial	production	at	the	Shahuindo	mine	in	Perú	was	declared	on	May	1,	2016.	
(3)	 2015	includes	full-year	results	from	Guatemala	and	the	results	from	La	Arena	and	Shahuindo	in	Perú	beginning	on	April	1,	2015,	the	date	of	acquisition	of	Rio	Alto.
(4)	 Amounts	are	based	on	Tahoe’s	audited	consolidated	financial	statements,	which	are	prepared	in	accordance	with	International	Financial	Reporting	Standards	as	issued	by	the	

International	Accounting	Standards	Board	(“IFRS”).	Accordingly,	such	amounts	reported	are	not	directly	comparable	to	amounts	reported	pursuant	to	GRI	Sustainability	Reporting	
Standards,	including	with	respect	to	economic	value	generated,	distributed,	and	retained.	

(5)	 Tahoe	has	not	drawn	on	its	credit	facility.		
(6)	 Based	on	Tahoe’s	audited	consolidated	financial	statements	and	computed	as	current	assets	less	current	liabilities.	
(7)	 Based	on	Tahoe’s	audited	consolidated	financial	statements	and	includes	lease	obligations	and	a	bank	loan	facility.

Additional	information	relating	to	Tahoe’s	financial	performance,	including	a	copy	of	our	2016	Financial	Statements	and	MD&A,	may	be	obtained	or	
viewed	from	the	System	for	Electronic	Document	Analysis	and	Retrieval	at	www.sedar.com,	on	the	Electronic	Data	Gathering,	Analysis,	and	Retrieval	
system	at	www.sec.gov,	and	on	the	Company’s	website	at	www.tahoeresources.com.
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2016 ECONOMIC VALUE GENERATED AND DISTRIBUTED      
 
(000’s $USD)  MSR TAHOE CANADA TAHOE PERÚ CORPORATE TOTAL 

Economic value generated:       
Sales	revenue	 $	 355,812		 $	 137,120		 $	 291,571			 $	 -		 $	 784,503	
Other(1)	 	 	553		 		 7,737		 		 102		 	 	-		 		 8,392	
  356,365    144,857    291,673    -    792,895 
      
Economic value distributed:      
     Operating costs(2)	 		 123,011		 		 131,890		 		 213,906		 		 21,704		 		 490,511	
					Employee	wages	and	benefits(3)	 		 23,781		 		 42,099		 		 37,903		 		 15,596		 		 119,379	
					Payments	to	providers	of	capital(4)	 		 12		 		 760		 		 1,875		 		 70,147		 		 72,794	
					Payments	to	governments:(5)      
										Taxes	 		 30,560		 		 880		 	 	39,020		 		 -		 		 70,460	
										Royalties	and	fees	 	 	12,100		 		 -				 		 4,950		 		 -		 		 17,050	
					Community	investments(6)	 	 3,420		 		 273		 	 	2,703		 		 64		 		 6,460	
  192,884    175,902    300,357    107,511    776,654 

Economic value retained $ 163,481  $ (31,045) $ (8,684) $ (107,511)  $ 16,241 

(1)	 Includes	interest	income	from	cash	deposits,	proceeds	from	the	sale	of	assets,	and	recognition	of	deferred	revenue.
(2)	 Operating	costs	primarily	include	production	costs,	general	and	administrative	costs,	exploration	expense,	capital	expenditures,	payments	made	under	Impact	Benefit	

Agreements	and	certain	taxes	and	royalty	payments	not	included	in	the	“Payments	to	governments”	line.	
(3)	 Includes	salaries	and	wages,	share-based	compensation	expenses,	and	the	cost	of	insurance	benefits,	employee	support	services,	and	retirement	plan	contributions.
(4)	 Includes	payments	of	interest	on	lease	obligations,	debt,	and	dividends	to	shareholders.
(5)	 Represents	amounts	reported	to	Natural	Resources	Canada	(NRCan)	under	the	Extractive	Sector	Transparency	Measures	Act	(ESTMA).			
(6)	 Includes	expenditures	for	community	infrastructures,	charitable	organizations,	and	other	in-country	programs	not	core	to	mining	operations.	Does	not	include	any	“in-kind”	

amounts.

VALUE GENERATED AND DISTRIBUTED

In	 addition	 to	 increasing	 annual	 production,	 a	 key	 component	 of	
Tahoe’s	growth	strategy	is	our	commitment	to	provide	lasting,	positive,	
in-country	impacts	as	a	result	of	our	operational	presence.	The	genera-
tion and distribution of economic value is critical to the long-term pros-
perity	of	Tahoe’s	employees	and	communities	in	which	we	operate.	

During	2016,	wages	and	benefits	paid	to	Tahoe’s	approximately	2,700	
employees	 in	Guatemala,	Canada,	Perú,	and	at	corporate	 totaled	
$119	million	and	Tahoe	remitted	over	$87	million	in	taxes	and	royalties	
and fees to the governments of these countries, all of which support 

or	participate	 in	the	Extractive	Industries	Transparency	Initiative	(EITI).	
Our	ability	to	create	stable,	well-paying	jobs	and	purchase	in-country	
goods and services stimulates the economies in which we operate, 
and	 our	 contributions	 to	 governments	 improves	 their	 ability	 to	 pro-
vide	social	programs,	infrastructure,	and	core	social	services.	We	also	
directly	 invested	over	$6	million	 in	 local	communities	and	charitable	
causes,	the	details	of	which	are	discussed	throughout	this	report.		

The	following	table	provides	a	summary	by	country	of	the	Company’s	
economic	performance.
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No Financial Assistance from Governments or Political Contributions

During	2016,	Tahoe	received	no	money	or	financial	assistance	from	
any	 government	 and	 made	 no	 political	 contributions.	 The	 use	 of	
Tahoe’s funds, goods, or services as contributions to political par-
ties,	candidates,	or	campaigns	is	forbidden,	unless	authorized	by	the	
Company’s	Chief	Executive	Officer.	

No Non-Compliance with Laws and Regulations in the Social  
and Economic Area 

During 2016, Tahoe received no notices, fines or sanctions relating 
to significant non-compliance with laws and regulations in the social 
and	economic	areas.

No Legal Actions for Anti-Competitive Behavior, Anti-Trust, and  
Monopoly Practices

Tahoe has no legal involvement with or actions pending or complet-
ed in 2016 regarding anti-competitive behavior and no violations of 
anti-trust	or	monopoly	law.		

A group of dedicated women graduated 
from MSR´s Vocational Training Center 
with silversmithing skills, jewelry design 
and production.  With the support of MSR´s 
Sustainability team, they are developing 
entrepreneurial skills that will allow them 
to showcase and sell their products at fine 
jewelry stores in Guatemala.
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Tahoe	makes	 it	a	priority	to	retain	 local	sup-
pliers to support its mining operations when-
ever possible, generating significant em-

ployment	 opportunities	 and	 local	 economic	
development	for	neighboring	communities.	Our	
criteria for sourcing goods and services is based 
on	 preference	 for	 local	 community	 suppliers,	
then national suppliers, and then internation-
al	suppliers	 if	other	options	do	not	exist.	While	 it	
remains challenging to assess the broader im-
pact to surrounding communities as a result of 
contracting local suppliers, our operations are 
the main generator in the region of opportunities 
for local providers at most of our Latin American 
operations.	As	Tahoe	further	develops	M&E	ca-
pabilities to understand longer-term outcomes of 
our economic development programming, we 
will	 collaborate	with	 organizations	more	 adept	
at measuring indirect regional impacts of private 
sector	 investment.	For	example,	Tahoe	recently	
joined	the	Business	for	Social	Responsibility’s	Busi-

ness	Action	for	Women	coalition,	which	is	a	group	of	 leading	businesses	focused	on	the	empowerment	of	women	in	the	supply	
chain.	Key	to	this	 initiative	 is	developing	a	“shared	measurement	 framework	to	help	participants	develop	numeric	 indicators	of	
individual	and	program	performance	on	the	ground.”	

The	supply	chain	manager	at	each	operation,	with	support	from	the	occupational	health	and	safety	manager,	is	responsible	for	
managing engagement and prescreening of vendors, purchasing, contracts, imports/exports and transport of materials, and stor-
age	of	materials	and	inventory	control	groups.	Tahoe	requires	that	all	suppliers	have	proof	of	insurance	and	applicable	permits	for	
sale	of	specific	goods,	comply	with	the	laws	and	regulations	of	the	countries	in	which	they	operate,	and	adhere	to	Tahoe’s	Code	

of	Business	Conduct,	and	Human	Rights	Policy.	Following	our	Code,	Tahoe	verifies	and	only	works	with	sup-
pliers	who	comply	with	applicable	legal	requirements	and	Tahoe’s	standards	relating	to	non-discrimination,	
safety,	human	rights,	fair	labor	practice	and	prohibitions	against	child	or	forced	labor.	Although	the	risk	of	
forced	or	child	 labor	 is	 low	and	highly	 regulated	within	our	operating	 jurisdictions,	we	continually	assess	
these	risks	through	regular,	direct	engagement	with	our	contractors	and	suppliers.	Suppliers	who	violate	the	
law,	terms	and	conditions	of	service	contracts,	or	any	of	the	conditions	of	Tahoe’s	Code,	are	disqualified	
from	being	a	service	provider.

Supply Chain and
Local Procurement

Students at MSR’s Vocational Training 
Center learn apparel construction 
enabling them to supply uniforms and 
perform repairs on ventilation ducts for 
the Escobal mine. 
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The	 operational	 goal	 of	 “zero	 incidents”	 across	 sites	
applies	 to	both	employees	and	contractors.	 Each	 site	
conducts	 contractor	 safety	 trainings	and	our	 contrac-
tors	participate	in	daily	safety	talks.	We	regularly	review	
the	safety	performance	of	our	contractors	and	keep	a	
record of all unsafe acts and conditions, with protocols 
in place at each site to investigate incidents and take 
corrective	action	as	 necessary.	We	 report	on	compa-
ny-wide	contractor	safety	statistics	to	the	HSEC	Commit-
tee	on	a	quarterly	basis.	 In	addition,	Tahoe	operations	
are putting in place new ethics codes that address so-
cial	criteria	and	community-related	issues	with	contrac-
tors, including norms of appropriate behavior in local 
communities.	

(LEFT):  Local community members participate in one of the 
many classes offered at MSR’s Vocational Training Center. 

(ABOVE):  Women from San Rafael las Flores and local 
restaurant workers receive gastronomy and food service 
training at MSR’s Vocational Training Center. 

PROPORTION OF SPENDING ON LOCAL SUPPLIERS
MSR TAHOE CANADA TAHOE PERÚ

Spend for goods and services $117	million	 $148	million	 $259	million

Portion of procurement budget spent on 
in-country suppliers 78%	Guatemalan	suppliers 97%	Canadian	suppliers 94%	Peruvian	suppliers
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Tahoe works to strengthen communities with a 
special emphasis on improving local infrastruc-
ture, education, and economic development 

including vocational training, small and medium 
enterprise	(SME)	development,	and	strengthening	
of	agricultural	practices.

Our	Community	Relations	and	Sustainability	teams	
engage	every	day	with	local	community	members	
to	build	ongoing	relationships.	Constructive	and	reg-
ular engagement is important to Tahoe as a means 
to understand local perspectives and develop-
ment priorities and is foundational in planning local 
social	 investment	programming.	Our	 social	 teams	
manage	stakeholder	mapping	in	a	variety	of	ways,	
including the use of Borealis software at MSR which 
helps us to manage communications and engage-
ment	with	all	facets	of	society,	including	vulnerable	
or	marginalized	segments	of	the	community.	

Tahoe partners with a range of local development 
agencies and NGOs, leveraging their expertise in 
economic and social development to scale the 
investments	made	by	the	Company.	Through	part-
nerships, we believe development programming 
can have more effective and long-term positive 
outcomes,	making	it	sustainable	beyond	the	life	of	
the	mine.	We	also	find	that	the	partnership	model	
among	 the	 Company,	 civil	 society,	 the	 govern-
ment and communities has longer-lasting posi-
tive	 impacts	 by	 encouraging	 	 local	 stakeholder	
involvement	in	program	planning	and	monitoring.

Community 
Investment and  
Economic 
Development 

(TOP):  Students at MSR’s Vocational Training 
Center learn welding skills.

(BOTTOM):  Shahuindo provides resources 
and technical support to locals to manage 
their water distribution system. 

(LEFT):  Students at MSR’s Vocational Training 
Center learn computer skills.
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Tahoe	Canada’s	 community	 investment	efforts	 center	 on	economic	development	
programs with our First Nations neighbors, and donations to education, health infra-
structure,	arts	programs	and	sporting	events.	These	and	other	local	initiatives	contrib-
ute	to	a	thriving	and	active	community,	and	are	intended	to	build	economic,	social	
and	cultural	capacity	in	the	region.

Education

Music Education:	In	February	2016,	Tahoe	Canada	partnered	with	the	non-profit	music	
organization,	Through	Education	Music	Provides	Opportunity	(TEMPO),	to	support	mu-
sic	education	for	high	school	and	vocational	students.	The	5-month	course	provides	
students	an	opportunity	to	improve	their	music	skills	and	explore	careers	in	the	industry.	
Students	are	taught	by	music	professionals	in	areas	such	as	song-writing,	music	theo-
ry,	marketing,	 finance,	copyright	 law	and	entrepreneurship.	The	program	continues	
throughout	2017.

Training Local Workforce

Tahoe Canada partnered with Timmins Northern College and the Native Women’s 
Association to sponsor the national Mining Essentials for Women program, a 12-week 
entry-level	mining	course	for	aboriginal	women.	Women	from	Tahoe	Canada’s	First	
Nations	communities	participated	in	the	program,	which	taught	skills	necessary	for	
work	 in	mining	processing,	underground	mining	and	surface	mining.	Graduates	of	
the	program	have	gone	on	to	work	for	Tahoe	Canada.

Agriculture

Spawn Transfer: Tahoe Canada provided ongoing financial support to the First Nations 
Spawn	Transfer	project,	which	reported	in	2016	that	it	restored	the	native	lake	sturgeon	
population	in	the	region.	This	project	was	the	first	successful	attempt	to	restore	a	stur-
geon	population	by	transplanting	adult	sturgeon	from	one	area	to	another	and	then	
allowing	them	to	spawn	naturally.

Friends of the Porcupine River: Tahoe Canada, along with other local mining partners, 
were involved in developing long-term strategies for restoring the Porcupine River Wa-
tershed	through	the	creation	of	multiple	spawning	beds	and	cultural	trail	systems,	as	
well	as	identifying	local	historical	areas. (TOP):  One of Tahoe Canada’s environmental team is 

tagging a Sturgeon for the Mattagami River Sturgeon 
Restoration Project.

(BOTTOM):  As part of the Mining Essentials Program, 
indigenous women from across the region participated 
in a visit to Tahoe Canada’s Bell Creek mine.

ECONOMIC IMPACT
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MINERA SAN RAFAEL 

MSR’s economic development program aims to transform natural resources to generate human, econom-
ic	and	material	value	in	a	responsible	way,	being	sustainable	development	partners	in	the	regions	where	
we	operate.	MSR’s	programming	is	focused	on	nutrition,	infrastructure,	agriculture,	vocational	training	and	
local	economic	development.	Local	programming	includes:	

Nutrition

Aprendamos	Juntas:	MSR	is	working	with	the	well-respected	Guatemalan	non-profit	organization,	Puente,	
to	administer	a	food	security	program,	Aprendamos	Juntas	(“We	Learn	Together”)	in	communities	near	the	
Escobal	mine.	Health	development	indicators,	such	as	growth	and	nutritional	status	of	the	participant’s	chil-
dren,	are	measured	and	tracked	throughout	the	two-year	program.	Of	the	first	two	groups	of	800	women,	
641	have	completed	the	first	phase	of	the	program	consisting	of	hygiene,	nutrition	and	health	trainings.		

Education

Vocational Training Center: Since 2013, MSR 
has provided vocational skills training to local 
residents at its Vocational Training Center in the 
San	 Rafael	 las	 Flores	 municipality.	 The	 center	
offers courses in English, computer basics, sil-
versmithing, apparel construction and profes-
sional	welding,	along	with	gastronomy,	bakery	
and	cosmetology	courses	that	were	added	 in	
March	2016.	

Scholarships:	MSR	awarded	more	than	276	scholarships	to	help	pay	for	tuition,	school	supplies	and	uniforms	
of	students	in	the	vicinity	of	the	Escobal	Mine,	and	in	2016,	donated	4,703	school	backpacks	filled	with	ed-
ucational	supplies	to	students	in	San	Rafael	las	Flores.

Agriculture

Reforestation Program:	Rapid	population	growth	and	the	high	demand	for	energy	have	negatively	impact-
ed	Guatemala’s	forestry	resources.	To	reduce	the	increasing	deforestation	in	the	region,	more	than	32,000	
trees	were	planted	in	108	hectares	in	Santa	Rosa	Department	through	MSR’s	reforestation	program.	Further,	
to increase small landowners’ incomes in the region, MSR helped them formulate forest management plans 
to	obtain	government	subsidies	to	promote	reforestation.

Veterinary	Services	&	Training: In coordination with municipal health centers, MSR provided vaccinations to 
approximately	650	small	and	medium-size	farmers’	livestock	and	provided	additional	veterinary	services	to	
200	residents.	Livestock	and	domestic	animal	training	was	also	provided	to	approximately	200	community	
members	to	teach	the	importance	of	proper	animal	care	and	strategies	for	disease	prevention.

(TOP):  A local child takes part in MSR’s 
Aprendamos Juntas program in which 
children’s development progress is 
measured and tracked.

(BOTTOM):  Local students participate in 
MSR’s community reforestation activities.

MSR WAS RECOGNIZED PUBLICALLY IN LATE 
2016 BY THE GUATEMALAN INSTITUTE FOR ADULT 

EDUCATION (INTECAP) FOR OUR CONTINUING 
COMMUNITY EDUCATION EFFORTS AT THE 

TRAINING CENTER IN SAN RAFAEL LAS FLORES. 
THIS IS A FIRST FOR A MINE IN GUATEMALA.
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Infrastructure

Road Improvements: MSR contributed to the main road repair in 2016 from Casillas to 
San	Rafael,	along	with	the	secondary	roads	for	Nueva	Santa	Rosa,	San	Rafael	and	
Casillas	in	a	tripartite	partnership	with	the	municipality	and	the	Army	of	Engineers.

School Infrastructure and Scholarships: In 2016, MSR renovated two schools with spe-
cial	attention	placed	on	bathrooms,	kitchens,	classrooms	and	playgrounds.	MSR	has	
renovated	two-thirds	of	all	education	infrastructures	in	San	Rafael	las	Flores	since	2010.

Police Station:	On	February	12,	2016	MSR	inaugurated	the	San	Rafael	Las	Flores	(“SRLF”)	
police	station.	The	construction	of	the	police	station	was	a	long-term	project	designed	
to	improve	safety	for	SRLF	residents	and	MSR	employees	and	contractors.

Hospital	Upgrade:	MSR	invested	approximately	$12,000	in	pipes	and	faucets	for	the	ox-
ygen	delivery	system	at	the	Cuilapa	Regional	Hospital	in	the	Santa	Rose	department.	
MSR’s contributions to upgrades ensure that each patient has sufficient, individual ox-
ygen	supply,	and	will	help	approximately	600	emergency,	pediatrics	and	maternity	
patients	each	year.

Local Economic Development

FUNDES:	MSR	engaged	the	non-profit	organiza-
tion FUNDES to conduct an economic develop-
ment program to support the development of 
local	businesses	in	San	Rafael	las	Flores.	FUNDES’	
mission	is	to	strengthen	the	business	capacity	of	
local commercial enterprises to improve their 
market reach and to achieve sustainable re-

sults.	In	2016,	FUNDES	trained	6	local	business	associations.	FUNDES	conducted	business	
assessments of each association and provided training to increase production, gener-
ate	local	employment	opportunities	and	increase	revenue.	

Ex-Landowners’ Association: MSR participates in a profit-sharing program in the form of 
a	net	smelter	return	(NSR)	royalty	of	0.5%	to	be	shared	by	a	local	association	of	former	
owners	of	the	Escobal	Mine	lands	(“Association”).	The	Association	receives	payments	
approximately	every	quarter	via	a	trust	 instrument	administered	by	an	independent	
party.	Of	this	0.5%,	10%	is	allocated	to	development	projects	identified	by	the	Associa-
tion.	In	2016,	MSR	paid	approximately	$0.5	million	to	the	Association	and	$0.1	million	of	
that	was	designated	for	development.	The	Association	bought	a	property	worth	$0.1	
million	to	develop	future	education	and	health	projects.

Since 2010, over 100 new local 
businesses have started in the 
region of the Escobal mine. 

(TOP):  MSR works with local farmers and livestock breeders to help 
them improve their animal husbandry techniques and develop small 
business skills.

(BOTTOM):  Students undertake surveying activities as part of their 
coursework at the MSR Vocational Training Center.
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TAHOE PERÚ 

Perú’s	strategic	 investment	priorities	 include	nutrition,	education,	agriculture,	water	and	
health	infrastructure,	and	projects	that	stimulate	the	local	economy	and	capacity	devel-
opment,	particularly	towards	increasing	female	participation	in	Tahoe’s	mining	activities.	
The social investment programs at Shahuindo and La Arena focus on opportunities to in-
crease	community	human	development	indicators.

Nutrition

Healthy	Homes	Program:	La	Arena	has	successfully	implemented	a	three-year	program	in	
14	villages	intended	to	teach	families	how	to	improve	health	and	nutrition	by	establishing	
healthy	environments	and	building	healthy	eating	habits.	The	program	highlights	the	im-
portance	of	proper	health	and	sanitation	techniques,	including	garbage	disposal,	food	
storage, handwashing, and separation of living spaces such as the kitchen, bedrooms, re-
strooms,	and	livestock	spaces.	The	program	is	sponsored	by	the	Peruvian	Ministry	of	Health.

School Nutrition Program: During 2016, La Arena continued to sponsor a school nutrition 
program	aimed	at	promoting	the	consumption	of	a	balanced	diet	for	optimal	growth.	The	
program targets students for the purpose of improving both nutrition and educational out-
comes.	To	date,	1,021	students	from	7	villages	have	participated	in	the	program.	Addition-
ally,	La	Arena	has	built	school	gardens	to	cultivate	fresh	vegetables	and	has	conducted	
training workshops for parents focused on proper management and storage of food as 
well	as	the	importance	of	balanced	nutrition.

Education

Healthy	Schools	Program:	La	Arena	promoted	good	health	and	hygiene	practices	in	the	
schools	of	14	villages	near	 the	mine.	The	program	benefited	more	than	2,000	students.	
Shahuindo	 fostered	good	health	and	hygiene	practices	 in	36	 schools,	benefiting	more	
than	3,800	students.

Teacher	Training	and	Salary	Stipends: La Arena sponsored training workshops to develop 
and	strengthen	the	skillsets	of	126	teachers.	Shahuindo	paid	the	wages	of	ten	teachers	in	
eight villages whose schools lacked the resources to support teacher salaries, thus bene-
fiting	350	students.

Strengthening Reading Skills – Improving School Libraries: During 2016, La Arena sponsored 
a	reading	comprehension	contest	in	which	13	schools	participated.	Winning	students	re-
ceived	more	than	200	books	and	educational	audiovisual	material	for	their	school	library.	
The materials included Peruvian literature of fiction and non-fiction, mathematics, reading, 
dictionaries	and	encyclopaedias.

(TOP):  A participant in La Arena’s Healthy Homes program stands 
next to her new “ecological refrigerator” that improves food 
storage.

(BOTTOM):  Local students benefit from Shahuindo’s “Back to 
School Campaign.”
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Higher	Education	Program: Shahuindo, in combination with the Peruvian education non-prof-
it TECSUP, launched a program in 2016 to promote academic improvement among local 
high	 school	 students	 to	help	 them	qualify	 for	 the	Peruvian	Ministry	of	 Education	national	
scholarship.	The	scholarship	provides	financial	assistance	to	students	enrolled	as	undergrad-
uates	at	a	national	university	or	technical	college.	As	part	of	this	initiative,	Shahuindo	spon-
sored after school education programs at three schools in local villages, where participants 
received	school	supplies,	study	materials	and	instruction.

Training and Strengthening Locals’ Skills:	Health	promoters	and	community	 residents	near	
Shahuindo	were	trained	in	first	aid	assistance	and	hygiene,	benefiting	more	than	2,400	fam-
ilies.

Improving School Infrastructure: Shahuindo placed nine pre-manufactured classrooms with-
in	the	four	villages	of	Moyan	Alto,	Chuquibamba,	Chingol	and	San	Felipe,	benefiting	more	
than	550	students.	Three	school	lunchrooms	were	installed,	benefiting	135	students.	Shahuin-
do	also	donated	shelves,	tables	and	chairs	to	the	educational	authority	of	Araqueda,	ben-
efiting	more	than	1,100	students.

Agriculture

Breeding of Guinea Pigs:	During	2016,	La	Arena	continued	implementation	of	a	four-year	
program	to	foster	best	breeding	practices	and	strengthen	business	management	skills.	Sha-
huindo implemented 45 guinea pig breeding-sheds in three villages, and locals were trained 
in	best	breeding	practices	and	business	management	skills.	Small	associations	of	individual	
farmers in the communities around both mines are now selling guinea pigs within local and 
regional	markets.		

Livestock	Husbandry: La Arena sponsored and conducted a campaign of vitamin dosage 
and application with more than 12,000 doses administered to improve livestock health con-
ditions	and	prevent	disease,	including	cattle,	sheep	and	goats.

Trout Breeding:	La	Arena	conducted	13	workshops	on	small-scale	trout	farming.	The	training	
campaign also included the improvement of water harvesting processes in order to opti-
mize	water	recycling	in	trout	breeding	ponds.	

Avocado Cultivation Training: Shahuindo continues to provide agricultural best practices 
training	to	local	farmers	in	the	vicinity	of	the	project.	Farmers	learned	how	to	reduce	the	use	
of	pesticides	and	replace	them	with	organic	products.

Breeding	of	Hens: In the villages of La Fila and Maximas Flores, near Shahuindo, hen breed-
ing-sheds	were	implemented	benefiting	45	families.

Productive	Projects:	Technical	assistance	from	Shahuindo	in	“granadilla”	farming	was	pro-
vided	in	the	villages	of	Siguis,	Maximas	Flores	and	Quillispampa.

(TOP):  Students participate in a reading comprehension 
competition sponsored by La Arena.

(MIDDLE):  Community members sell improved, organic avocados 
produced as part of Shahuindo’s agriculture program.

(BOTTOM):  A member of the La Verbena association learns 
guinea pig breeding techniques and business skills through La 
Arena’s program. 
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ECONOMIC IMPACT

Infrastructure 

Community	infrastructure:	La	Arena	donated	2	community	buildings:	one	for	
La	Arena	benefiting	500	families,	and	one	for	La	Union	benefiting	90	families.

Improving School Premises:	La	Arena	donated	a	science	laboratory	and	a	
sports	platform	to	the	school	in	La	Arena.

Improving	Healthcare	Posts	 Infrastructure	and	Equipment: Two healthcare 
posts near Shahuindo were improved, benefiting more than 2,400 families, 
and	13	healthcare	posts	were	equipped	with	proper	medical	equipment,	
benefiting	5,000	families	at	Cajabamba.

Infrastructure	 Projects:	 Shahuindo’s	 2016	 infrastructure	 projects	 included	
clearing the Chingol Channel, benefiting 800 farming producers from eight 
villages;	improvement	of	a	water	system	for	human	consumption,	benefiting	
250 families; and placement of a pontoon at Liclipampa Village, benefiting 
165	families.

Health	 Campaigns: During 2016, Shahuindo, in alliance with the public 
healthcare	 authority,	 conducted	 11	 healthcare	 campaigns	 and	 adminis-
tered	medical	assistance	to	4,660	locals.

Local Economic Development

Women’s Economic Development:	439	women	from	14	villages	participat-
ed in workshops to develop productive capacities in the areas of product 
marketing,	guinea	pig	breeding,	and	bakery	businesses,	as	well	as	furthering	
leadership	development,	employment	and	home	economic	skills.

Local	Employment	Program:

	 During	2016,	La	Arena	continued	skillset	strengthening	among	employ-
ees.	Sixty	local	employees	were	trained	on	masonry,	welding	and	tip-
per	trucks	operation.	Additionally,	160	local	residents	were	trained	on	
heavy	equipment	operation.

	 Shahuindo maintains a commitment to continue training and hiring lo-
cal	workforce	as	the	mine	grows.	The	Company	supports	training	pro-
grams	to	enhance	skills	of	the	local	workforce	and	employs	the	local	
workforce	 to	 increase	 economic	 and	 human	 development.	 During	
2016,	Shahuindo	trained	79	local	employees	and	locals	on	masonry,	
welding,	heavy-duty	equipment	and	tipper	operation.

(TOP):  Community women sell locally-produced 
textiles at an artisan fair with the support of La Arena.

(BOTTOM):  La Arena’s sustainability team works 
with community members involved in the women’s 
economic development and capacity building 
program.
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This	 is	Tahoe	Resource’s	second	Sustainability	Report.	 It	covers	 information	regarding	
Tahoe	operations	for	the	calendar	year	ended	December	31,	2016.	Tahoe’s	sustain-
ability	reporting	occurs	on	an	annual	basis.	Both	the	2015	and	2016	Reports	can	be	
found	on	the	Company’s	website	at	www.tahoeresources.com.	

This	report	utilizes	the	Global	Reporting	Initiative’s	new	GRI	Sustainability	Reporting	Standards.	
Tahoe’s	migration	from	the	G4	Sustainability	Reporting	Guidelines	to	the	GRI	Standards	re-
flects our desire to adopt global best practice for reporting on economic, environmental and 
social	impacts.	The	report	has	been	prepared	in	accordance	with	the	GRI	Standards-Core	
option.	A	complete	GRI	Standards	Content	Index	can	be	found	on	page	68.	

This	year	we	have	also	streamlined	our	focus	on	key	material	sustainability	issues	for	Tahoe	
and	the	mining	industry	in	general.	This	shift	in	report	structure	reflects	an	evolution	of	our	
materiality	 assessment	 process	 and	 continuous	 effort	 to	 improve	 the	management	 of	
Tahoe’s	material	issues.	We	identified	2016	material	issues	based	on	extensive	stakeholder	
engagement.	With	the	support	of	BSR,	Tahoe	will	further	validate	our	materiality	mapping	
through	interviews	with	key	stakeholders	in	2017.	

The Report contains information about Tahoe’s operations in Canada, Guatemala and 
Perú.	For	the	most	part,	it	does	not	include	data	related	to	the	corporate	office.	Data	was	
compiled	and	 reviewed	 for	accuracy	as	part	of	our	 internal	quality	assurance	process	
prior	to	publication.	The	data	collection	system	was	managed	by	the	Sustainability	Direc-
tor.	The	Report	is	formally	reviewed	and	approved	by	Tahoe	management	and	the	Sus-
tainability	Committee.	Tahoe	retained	BSR’s	Sustainability	Reporting	team	to	review	and	
provide	feedback	on	the	report.	

Tahoe	Resources	has	no	 restatements	of	 information	given	 in	 the	previous	Sustainability	
Report	nor	any	restatements	of	2016	financial	reporting.	

All	amounts	in	this	Report	are	expressed	in	United	States	dollars	unless	otherwise	specified.

For	further	information	please	contact	us	at:	csr@tahoeresources.com.

 

About this Report

APPENDIX

(TOP):  Development of the vent at the Bell 
Creek Mine Shaft Project.

(BOTTOM):  Exploration drilling at Bell Creek. 
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	 	 201-3	Defined	benefit	plan	obligations	and	other	retirement	plans	 35
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WE WELCOME YOUR FEEDBACK
 

Tahoe	 is	proud	of	our	2016	sustainability	efforts.	We	continue	our	endeavor	 to	 integrate	
socially	 responsible	practice	 into	our	business	 –	we	operate	 to	 the	highest	 standards	of	
corporate	governance	and	environmental	 stewardship,	 focus	on	employee	health	and	
safety	and	improve	local	economic	and	social	development.	Please	contact	us	at	csr@
tahoeresources.com	or	investors@tahoeresources.com	to	ask	questions	and/or	request	a	
hard	copy	of	the	2016	Sustainability	Report.			


